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ABSTRACT

Reinforced concrete is one of the most widely used building materials and if it is properly designed and produced, it is an extremely durable material with a service life up to 100 years. However, under certain environmental conditions the service life of reinforced concrete structures is more limited. Deterioration of concrete structure is in most cases caused by the penetration of aggressive media from the surrounding environment. Chloride initiated reinforcement corrosion is one of the major causes of deterioration of concrete structures. One conflicting issue is how replacing Portland cement with mineral additions influences chloride initiated reinforcement corrosion. This issue is of immediate interest, as there is a steady growth in the use of cement blended with mineral additions, such as blast-furnace slag, fly ash and limestone filler. This is done by the cement and concrete industry to reduce the CO₂ emissions linked to Portland cement manufacturing, by limiting the use of clinker in the cement.

The main objective of this work has been to further clarify the role of limestone filler as partial substitute to Portland cement on the two main decisive parameters for chloride induced reinforcement corrosion: chloride ingress rate and chloride threshold values. In the first part of this work the chloride ingress was studied both with accelerated laboratory methods and also after field exposure. The initial focus for the second part of the study was to determine the chloride threshold values for the binders investigated in the first part, so a comprehensive view of the effect of limestone addition on chloride initiated corrosion could be presented. However, during the work the need for the development of a practice-related method for determining the chloride threshold values was identified and the focus of the research was redirected to meet that need.

The efficiency of limestone filler concerning chloride ingress showed to be dependent on replacement ratio, time (age) and on the test method. It was not possible to draw any rigid conclusion of the limestone filler’s efficiency regarding chloride ingress. But part of the inconsistency in the results was identified to be that limestone filler has two opposite effects on chloride ingress, on one hand contribute to a refinement of microstructure and on the other hand diminishing the chloride binding.

The steel surface condition was shown to have a strong effect on the corrosion initiation, and can likely be one of the most decisive parameters attributing to the variability in the reported chloride threshold values obtained in laboratory experiments. The chloride threshold value for the sulphate resistant Portland cement from the laboratory experiments was estimated to be about 1% by weight of binder. For the concrete with limestone blended cement (CEM II/A-LL 42.5R) tested in this work the chloride threshold value was at the same level as for the sulphate resistant Portland cement. From the field study but with a somewhat different definition of chloride threshold value, a chloride threshold value of about 1% by weight of binder was also estimated for ordinary Portland cement and sulphate resistance Portland with 5% silica fume exposed to marine environment.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Reinforced concrete is one of the most used building materials worldwide, and in most of its applications it is difficult to replace it with any other material. Because of its versatility, reinforced concrete is used in a vast range of environments, and if it is properly designed and produced, reinforced concrete is an extremely durable material with a service life up to 100 years. However, under certain environmental conditions the service life of reinforced concrete structures is more limited. Deterioration of concrete structure is in most cases caused by the penetration of aggressive media from the surrounding environment. Chloride initiated reinforcement corrosion is one of the major causes of deterioration of concrete structures [1]. Usually chloride ions penetrate into the concrete from de-icing salts or marine environments.

Steel embedded in concrete is normally protected from corrosion due to the high alkalinity of the concrete pore solution and the physical barrier that the concrete cover provides. When chloride ions are present they can penetrate through the concrete cover and after reaching a certain critical level at the depth of the steel, the protective action of concrete against corrosion can be compromised.

Both the chloride ingress rate and the critical chloride level depend beside the surrounding environment also to a large extent on the concrete composition. One conflicting issue is how replacing cement with mineral additions influences chloride initiated reinforcement corrosion. This issue is of immediate interest, as there is a steady growth in the use of cement blended with mineral additions, such as blast-furnace slag, fly ash and limestone filler. This is done by the cement and concrete industry to reduce the CO₂ emissions linked to Portland cement manufacturing, by limiting the use of clinker in the cement.

The objective of this work is to further clarify the role of limestone filler as partial substitute to Portland cement on the two main decisive parameters for chloride induced reinforcement corrosion: chloride ingress rate and critical chloride level.
1.1 Objectives and limitations

The aim was to study the effect on chloride induced reinforcement corrosion when a certain amount of cement is replaced by limestone filler. The two major influencing factors; chloride ingress rate and the critical chloride levels (chloride threshold values) were studied. The approach in this thesis can be divided in two parts:

1. Chloride ingress
   Chloride ingress was studied both with accelerated laboratory methods and also after field exposure. The tested specimens in this first part of the work were mortar mixtures.

2. Chloride threshold values
   The focus of this second part of the work was towards the development of an applied method for the measurements of chloride threshold values. The effect of parameters such as the initial surface condition of the embedded steel, the corrosion monitoring method, the pre-conditioning and the chloride concentration of the exposure solution was investigated. The impact from limestone filler and other mineral additions was also included as a minor part in the investigations.

As a natural continuation of the first part of the study, the initial focus for the second part of the study was to determine the chloride threshold values for the mixtures investigated in the first part, so a comprehensive view of the effect of limestone addition on chloride initiated corrosion could be presented. However, during the work the need for the development of a practice-related method for determining the chloride threshold values was identified and the focus of the research was redirected to meet that need.

1.2 Organisation of the thesis

First, the background to the work is summarized in chapter 2. Then all the experimental methods being used are described in chapter 3. In chapter 4 the main results from papers I-VIII are presented and discussed. Finally, conclusions are drawn and some future work is proposed.
2 BACKGROUND

In this chapter the background to the work is briefly given and a number of concepts being dealt with in the next chapters are defined.

2.1 Cement-based materials

Cement is a fine mineral powder with the principle constituents being silicate and aluminate compounds of lime. When cement is mixed with water it reacts (hydrates) and gains strength so that it can bond aggregates (sand, rock) together to a strong material. Depending on the size of the incorporated aggregates this hardened state is referred to as concrete (large aggregate) or mortar (smaller size aggregate). Both concrete and mortar can be regarded as composite materials consisting of two main phases (at least to the naked eye): aggregates and cement paste. Cement paste is the adhesive product of the hydration and its structure and composition determine much of the properties of concretes and mortars. In this chapter an overview of the structure of cement paste and its influence on properties vital to chloride induced reinforcement corrosion will be given.

Portland cement has traditionally been the most commonly used cement throughout the world. According to the European standard EN 197-1 [2] a Portland cement shall consist of at least 95% of Portland cement clinker, and Portland cement clinker shall consist of at least two-thirds by mass of calcium silicates (3CaO·SiO$_2$ and 2CaO·SiO$_2$), the remainder consisting of aluminate and iron containing clinker phases and other compounds. Table 1 shows the variety in content range of the main components that can be found in Portland cements (mass per cent), the notations used in cement chemical nomenclature for those components are also included [3].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Content range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tricalcium silicate</td>
<td>C$_3$S</td>
<td>40 – 70 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dicalcium silicate</td>
<td>C$_2$S</td>
<td>10 – 35 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tricalcium aluminate</td>
<td>C$_3$A</td>
<td>5 – 13 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetracalcium ferroaluminate</td>
<td>C$_4$AF</td>
<td>5 – 15 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gypsum</td>
<td>C$\text{S}$</td>
<td>3 – 5 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other minor components are also present in Portland cement, and despite being present at low concentrations, some of them have a major effect on the durability properties of concrete. Typically, these minor compounds can be (from reference [3], given in order of descending concentrations), MgO, K$_2$O, SO$_3$, Na$_2$O, TiO$_2$, Mn$_2$O$_3$, P$_2$O$_5$, SrO, fluorides, chlorides and Cr$_2$O$_3$ [3].

Besides Portland cement, a large number of other cements are produced. In most cases, a certain fraction of the Portland cement clinker has been replaced with mineral additions such as ground
granulated blast furnace slag (GGBS), fly ash (FA), silica fume (SF), natural puzzolana (NP) or limestone filler (LSF) [2][3]. The European standard EN 197-1 [2] groups with regard to composition the most common cements into five types:

- CEM I (Portland cement), at least 95% of the total cement mass consist of clinker
- CEM II (Portland-composite cement), up to 35% of the cement mass can be replaced with another mineral addition
- CEM III (Blast furnace cement), 36% - 95% of the cement mass can consist of GGBS
- CEM IV (Pozzolanic cement), 11% - 55% of the cement mass can consist of pozzolanic materials (FA,SF or NP)
- CEM V (Composite cement), 18% - 49% of the cement mass can consist both of GGBS and pozzolanic material (FA or NP)

The term ‘blended cements’ is often used as a generic term for cements where a certain amount of Portland cement clinker has been replaced with a mineral addition. Portland cement is being increasingly replaced by blended cements [5] as blended cements have environmental, economic, and/or technical benefits.

Mineral additions may broadly be categorized as latent hydraulic, pozzolanic or filler. Neither type reacts significantly with water by itself, but together with Portland cement they are reactive to a varying degree [3] GGBS is latent hydraulic and can be considered as the most reactive of the mineral additions. If a minimal amount of a suitable activator is present, GGBS shows hydraulic properties similar to Portland cement. Fly ash, silica fume and natural pozzolan are pozzolanic materials, they are reactive if for example Portland cement is present, but not to the same extend as slag. Limestone is widely described as filler and is sometimes regarded as inert; however, some chemical reactions do occur in the presence of Portland cement [3].

2.1.1 Cement hydration

This section is not intended to cover the complex and extensive topic of cement hydration as a whole; instead, its purpose is to provide some background on the subject, which will make the experimental work and results in this thesis more comprehensible. In this section the hydration of Portland cement will be dealt with; the influence on hydration when incorporating limestone filler in the cement will be treated in section 2.5.2.

Hydration denotes the reaction of cement with water, and is associated with both chemical and physical changes of the system, in particular with setting and hardening [3]. Since Portland cement is composed of a heterogeneous mixture of several compounds (see Table 1), the hydration process consists of several reactions occurring simultaneous and successively. The silicates (C₃S and C₂S), which are the main constituents in Portland cement, play a dominant role for the hardening (strength development) of the cement paste. The hydration products of C₃S and C₂S consist of nearly amorphous calcium silicate hydrate, called C-S-H, and calcium hydroxide (CH) [3]. Because C-S-H has the properties of a rigid gel the term cement gel is sometimes used. The dashes in C-S-H indicate that there is a range of possible compositions. Its stoichiometry depends on the cement composition, water-cement ratio, hydration temperature, age of hydration and the method employed for its determination [3][6]. The composition of the C-S-H product is reported to be similar for the two silicates, the difference is that C₂S has both a much lower reaction rate and production of CH compared with C₃S.
The aluminates (C₃A and C₄AF) hydrate much faster than the silicates, and unless the rapid hydration was slowed down it would not been possible to use Portland cement for construction applications [7]. The needed retardation is accomplished by the addition of gypsum, which therefore is an important component of cements (see Table 1). Despite the addition of gypsum the aluminates still react faster than the silicates, and are responsible to a large extent for the early stiffening (loss of consistency) of a Portland cement paste. Initially and in the presence of gypsum the hydration of aluminates gives a group of products referred to as AFt. The term AFt denotes the phases related to ettringite-calcium aluminium trisulfate (C₃A·3CS·32H₂O) with the F indicating the possible substitution of iron for aluminium in the structure [8]. When the available gypsum is consumed the initially formed AFt, further reacts with aluminates, yielding a group of products referred to as AFm. The AFm phases are isostructural with calcium aluminium monosulfate (C₃A·CS·12H₂O), with the possible substation of aluminium by iron, where also, hydroxide, carbonate, or chloride ions may replace the sulphate (S) [8]. Figure 1 shows diagrammatically the progress of hydration of the individual clinker phases and the products formed in Portland cement pastes, as given by Odler [6].

![Figure 1. Hydration progress of a Portland cement [6]. (a) Consumption of clinker phases, (b) formation of hydration products.](image)

The hardened cement paste (hcp), which incorporates all hydration products and to a certain extent unhydrated reactants, is a relatively rigid and strong solid of high porosity and very high internal surface area. The resulting microstructure for a given cement paste will depend primarily on the extent of reaction (the degree of hydration; a function of age, moisture state, and temperature) and the water-cement ratio. These two parameters will be discussed further in section 2.1.2.
Another important product of the cement hydration is the pore solution, whose chemical composition plays an important role for concrete durability, and especially so for reinforced concrete structures. For pastes of Portland cement the only ions present in concentrations above a few mmol/l are K⁺, Na⁺ and OH⁻ [3]. Accordingly, the pore solution has a high pH; typical pH values for low alkali cements are about 13.5, while high alkali cement can have a pH as high as 13.8 [3][9].

2.1.2 Structure of cement-based materials

In most cases when it comes to actual structures the primary focus is on the behaviour of concrete. However, many of the properties of concrete that determine how it will perform in the field are investigated on cement pastes and mortars. This is done for several reasons, viz. sample size restrictions for the investigation methods, simplified experimental conditions, need to reduce test costs and a wish to separate the influencing parameters. Because the investigations in the cited literature and some of the experiments described in this thesis are performed either on mortars or concretes, a short review of the structures of these cement-based materials is given in this section. This short review will hopefully make it easier for the reader to see the differences and similarities between the performances of these cement-based materials.

Cement paste

Most investigations dealing with the hydration process and the reaction products have been related to pastes because the presence of aggregate complicates these studies in mortars and concretes [3].

After a certain hydration time four principal solid phases can be detected in the hcp microstructure. Those are the hydration products stated earlier (see Fig. 1b) plus unhydrated clinker grains. C-S-H is the main phase determining the properties of the paste [7]. In addition to solids, the hcp contains several types of voids, which also have an important influence on its properties. Depending on the environmental humidity and the water-cement ratio, the hcp is also capable of holding different amounts of water.

A classical model describing the structure of hcp and allowing quantitative calculations of the volumetric composition of the different phases was proposed by Powers and Brownyard [10] and was later slightly modified by Powers [11]. A simplified picture of this model has been given among others by Hansen [12], Fagerlund [13] and Taylor [3]. It must be pointed out that this model is valid only for hardened Portland cement pastes cured at room temperature. In this model the hcp was assumed to contain unreacted cement, hydration product (referred to as cement gel) and capillary pores. The model is based on the volume fractions of these three components and the individual solid phases are not considered.

Several other models have been proposed to describe the structure of hcp. Their peculiarities are briefly reviewed Taylor [3], who concluded that the models principally differ in whether, to what extent or on what scale the gel is regarded as being composed of separate particles. The Powers-Brownyard model is adopted in the following discussion for describing the structure of hcp, because the capability of this model to predict the volumetric composition of the different phases simplifies the bridging between structure and the properties of interest in this thesis.
Cement gel (hydration product) is mostly a rigid colloidal matter that occupies about 2.2 times as much space as the cement it was derived from. Its porosity was estimated to be around 28\% with an average width of its pores of about 2 nm, which is about five times the diameter of a water molecule. This volume change is partially caused by the cement gel porosity and partially due to that water is chemically bound to cement during hydration. Powers [11] also estimated that the volume of the chemically bound water (the non-evaporable water) is about 75 \% of the volume of “free water”.

The different volumetric quantities are primarily determined by the ratio of mixing water to cement and the degree of hydration. This water-cement ratio is defined as:

\[
w/c = \frac{W_0}{C},
\]

where \( W_0 \) and \( C \) are the masses of mixing water and cement. The degree of hydration, which denotes how close the hydration of the cement is to completion, is defined as:

\[
\alpha = \frac{C_n}{C},
\]

where \( C_n \) denotes the mass of hydrated cement and \( C \) is the original mass of cement. Powers and Brownyard [10] stated that 1 gram of cement binds roughly 0.25 gram water, which implies that Eq. (2) can also be expressed as:

\[
\alpha = \frac{W_n}{0.25 \cdot C}.
\]

where \( W_n \) is the mass of chemically bound water and \( C \) is the original mass of cement.

Because the cement gel occupies more space than the cement it is formed from, and since the total volume of the paste scarcely changes on hydration, complete hydration cannot occur if \( w/c \) is below a certain value due to lack of space. This value is about 0.38 if the paste is kept in contact with an excess of water during curing. If excess of water is not accessible during curing the hydration will be very slow or stop already at \( w/c < 0.44 \) due to lack of available water.

Capillary pores are the remains of originally water-filled spaces that have not become filled with gel. These pores are larger than the gel pores. No dimensions was confirmed at the time of development of the model [11] other than that capillary spaces were much larger than gel pores, but later investigations have shown typical pore size distributions ranging from 50 nm up to 1000 nm [7]. The capillary porosity of the hcp, which is a major factor for characteristics such as strength and permeability of cement-based materials, can according to this model be calculated as:

\[
P_{cap} = \frac{w/c - 0.38\alpha}{0.32 + w/c},
\]

where \( P_{cap} \) is expressed as a fractional volume of the total volume of the cement paste. It is also assumed in Eq. (4) that the critical value of \( w/c \) for complete hydration is 0.38, and that the density of cement is 3150 kg/m\(^3\). Fig. 2 shows the total capillary porosity in hcp related to \( w/c \)
for different degrees of hydration, calculated with Eq. (4). A low w/c and high degree of hydration give a low capillary porosity and vice versa.

![Figure 2](image)

*Figure 2. Capillary porosity in hydrated cement paste related to w/c for different degrees of hydration (α), calculated by Eq. (4).*

It has been suggested that the pore size distribution, not the total capillary porosity is a better criterion for evaluating characteristics such as strength and permeability of hcp [7]. Typical pore size distribution plots of hydrated cement pastes from mercury intrusion porosimetry measurements are shown in Fig. 3.

![Figure 3](image)

*Figure 3. Pore size distribution in hydrated cement pastes [7].(a) Influence of w/c ratio. (b) Influence of degree of hydration (age).*

Figure 3 shows that the pore size distribution is to a large extent determined by the w/c and the degree of hydration. It has been suggested that the amount of capillary pores larger than 50 nm is more influential in determining strength and permeability [7].

**Mortars and concretes**

While cement paste is made from only water and cement, mortar and concrete also contain aggregate. The difference between mortars and concrete lies in the size of the incorporated aggregates. An important consequence of the size of the incorporated aggregates is that the amount of cement paste is generally higher for mortars than for concretes. The following discussion is mainly focused on concretes but to a large extent it is valid also for mortars.
Concrete can at first sight be assumed to be a two phase composite material of cement paste plus aggregate, but investigations have shown that a more correct assumption is to consider these materials as three phase composite [8][14][15]. This is because the cement paste around aggregate particles is perturbed by the presence of the aggregate, this region is referred to as the interfacial transition zone (ITZ). Its origin has been suggested to lie in the so called “wall effect” [14][15]. Cement grains range in size from less than a micrometre to up to 100 micrometre; aggregate particles are several orders of magnitudes larger. This difference in size means that each aggregate particle acts as a “wall” disturbing the packing of the cement grains. The result is that in the vicinity of an aggregate particle a zone predominantly containing small cement grains arises, while larger grains are found further out. This uneven packing of the cement grains leaves a more porous zone of 15 to 20 µm around the aggregate. An increased amount of calcium hydroxide precipitate around the aggregate compared to the bulk paste has also been reported [14][15][16]. Although ITZ primary manifest itself at the surface of coarse aggregate particles, such a zone can also be found around the fine aggregate particles [18].

Another feature reported about the ITZ is that investigations have shown the existence of very fine cracks at the interface between coarse aggregate and cement paste. Because those cracks have been noted also prior to any load application on the concrete, these findings have been coupled to differences in shrinkage and thermal movement of aggregate and hcp [18]. Despite the difference of the ITZ from a bulk paste it is very difficult to quantify the overall effect on properties of concrete. Scrivener et al [15] pointed out two reasons to this complexity, firstly because ITZ is not a discrete zone but a region of gradually changing microstructure, and secondly, the preparation of specimens for studies of the properties of ITZ tends to produce different ITZs than those in “real” concrete. It should be noted that the general view of the ITZ has been challenged by Diamond et al. [19] who came to the conclusion that ITZ shows only modestly higher porosity than the bulk and therefore can have a marginal effect, if any, on the properties of concrete.

Other common occurring phenomena that alter the microstructure of concrete are bleeding (water separation) and the presence of entrapped air and entrained air bubbles. The first two phenomena can be seen as artefacts while the last one is added purposely for increasing the frost resistance.

2.2 Structure-property relationship

Cement-based materials and especially concrete have as previously discussed a highly heterogeneous and complex microstructure. It is therefore very difficult to make realistic models of its microstructure from which the behaviour of the material can be reliably predicted [7]. However, knowledge of the relationship between microstructure and properties is essential to be able to control the properties. Strength and penetration of aggressive media and their relation to microstructure are discussed in this section.

2.2.1 Strength

The most valuable property of concrete is often considered to be its strength, although, in many cases, properties like permeability and diffusivity, may in fact be more important, especially when it comes to durability aspects. Nevertheless, strength often gives a good indication of the overall quality of concrete. In this section compressive strength will be considered unless otherwise stated.
Numerous factors have been identified to influence the strength of cement-based materials [7][17][18], but porosity (which depends on \( w/c \) and degree of hydration) can be considered to be the major factor [7][18]. In the literature several equations have been reported to express the strength-porosity relationship for different porous material, including cement-based materials. A review on this subject is given by Fagerlund [20]. In general, there exists a fundamental inverse relationship between porosity and strength. Commonly referred empirical relationships between the strength of hcp (originally found to hold for other porous materials) and porosity can be found in [17][20]. A relatively good fit of those equations with experimental data when cement based materials (mostly cement pastes) were tested has been reported [17][20]. This is also illustrated in Fig. 4 [21]. However, Fig. 4 indicates that only one function cannot fit the experimental data throughout the whole porosity range; something that was also concluded by Fagerlund [20].

![Figure 4 Experimental data showing the relation between porosity in hcp and compressive strength](image)

Even though equations in which the strength is expressed as a function of total porosity agree fairly well with experimental data, it has been suggested that pores of different sizes (and shapes) influence strength to a varying degree [3][17][20][24]. Taylor [3] suggests by referring to several investigations that the capillary pores, or the volume of pores above a certain size, are more appropriate than total porosity to relate to strength.

The hcp strength cannot easily be related to mortar and concrete strength. The incorporation of aggregates has a strength reducing effect [20][22]. This difference can be attributed to a somewhat different mechanism of failure under compressive stress of cement based materials with and without aggregates [23].

Because a direct determination of the porosity of concrete, and even of mortar, is complicated by the presence of the aggregate, empirical relations between concrete strength and water-cement ratio have been developed. The basis of the strength versus water-cement ratio relation is that an increase in the water-cement ratio produces more capillary pores in the matrix portion of mortar and concrete, resulting in decreased strength. It must be pointed out that the degree of hydration also influences the capillary porosity, as illustrated in Fig. 2. At a given storage conditions the degree of hydration is time dependent and so is strength [24].

Figure 5 shows the relationship between compressive strength of concrete and water-cement ratio for different Swedish Portland cements with aggregate from different deposits. Well
known empirical equations predicting the relationship between concrete strength and w/c are [7][18][17]:

Abrams´ equation

\[ f_c = \frac{k_1}{k_2 w/c}; \]  

(5)

Bolomey´s equation

\[ f_c = k_1 \left( \frac{1}{w/c} - a \right); \]  

(6)

where \( f_c \) is the strength, \( w \) is the amount of mixing water, \( c \) is the amount of cement, and \( k_1, k_2 \) and \( a \) are empirical constants depending on parameters such as cement quality, test method, test conditions and degree of hydration.

![Figure 5. Relation between compressive strength of concrete and water-cement ratio for different Portland cements and with aggregates from different deposits [25].](image)

The relationship between concrete strength and water-cement ratio is only approximate because it may be affected by secondary factors, such as type of cement, hydration temperature, maximum aggregate size and certainly by the consolidation and air entrainment [7][18][24].

### 2.2.2 Mass transport

It is generally accepted that durability of cement-based materials to a large extent is governed by their resistance to penetration of aggressive media [3][7][18][26]. The aggressive media may be present in a liquid or gaseous state, and transported by various mechanisms: in particular; permeation, diffusion, convection and capillary suction, and combinations of these modes of transport [26]. Permeation is the flow of liquids or gases due to pressure differences. Diffusion is the flow of species by random motion due to concentration differences. Convective flow is the transport of substance due to the movement of a fluid that contains the substance, for instance the flow of water vapour due to air movement, and the flow of ions dissolved in moving water. Capillary suction is the transport of liquid in porous materials due to surface tension acting in the pores. Most of the mechanisms are treated in references [27] and [28]. Different
transport mechanisms have been used in the literature when discussing investigations of transport properties of cement-based materials and their relation to the durability of concrete [29]. These transport mechanisms are to some extent interrelated [30]. In section 2.3 a closer look will be devoted to the transport mechanisms that normally are responsible for chloride ingress into concrete.

2.2.3 Parameters influencing mass transport in cement-based materials

Mass transport in cement-based materials, like that of other porous materials, is mainly a function of the pore characteristics, where size distribution and the connectivity of the pores have been found to play a dominant role [7][31]. As discussed previously (section 2.1.2), pore size distribution and the connectivity depends mainly on the water-cement ratio and the degree of hydration. Other parameters that have been identified to be influencing the transport characteristics are mineral additions and to some extent aggregate amount and characteristics [31]. The effect of mineral additions and particularly that of less reactive ones such as limestone filler will be discussed in a subsequent section.

Many of the studies on the relationship between pore structure and mass transport have been investigating the permeability of hydrated cement pastes with water as fluid medium [32][34][35]. Although, this particular transport mechanism is not treated in this work, results from such investigations are presented here because they increase the understanding of the influencing parameters for mass transport mechanism.

Powers et al. [33] stated that the permeability of hardened cement paste mainly depends on its capillary porosity; the relationship between permeability and capillary porosity of matured pastes with different cements is shown in Fig. 6(a) [33]. For one of the cements in the same investigation the permeability versus water-cement ratio is shown in Fig. 6(b) [32]. When comparing Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) it is obvious that a decrease in w/c is associated with a decrease in capillary porosity and, consequently, a decrease in the permeability coefficient.

![Figure 6](image)

**Figure 6.** (a) Relationship between water permeability and capillary porosity [33], (b) Relationship between water permeability and w/c ratio [32]

Permeability coefficients presented by Mehta and Mannmohan [34] were in general agreement with those of Powers et al. [32]. However, these authors [34] conclude from the pore size distribution measurements that were included in their investigation, that the larger pores (>132...
nm) played a more important role in determining permeability than the smaller pores. That there is no unique relationship between total porosity and permeability, since specimens of similar porosity may have totally different pore size distributions, was also stated by Nyame and Illstone [35] (see Fig.7).

![Figure 7. Relationship between permeability and porosity for various w/c ratios [35].](image)

Gas permeability, such as that of oxygen, has also often been used for relating pore structure of cement-based materials to durability aspects, although diffusivity is believed to be theoretically a more useful parameter [29]. Lawrence [36], when studying transport of oxygen through concrete, found a linear relationship between oxygen diffusivity and permeability. Further, this author [36] showed that water-cement ratio provided the best representation of the diffusivity by a single variable. The effect of initial curing conditions for concretes prepared with different water-cement ratios was studied by Dhir et al. [37]. The air permeability coefficient increased with w/c and decreased with the initial water curing period, the influence of curing condition was most pronounced as w/c was increased [37].

In their review on the influence of paste/aggregate interface on ionic transport mechanisms Marchand and Delagrave [38] found that the presence of aggregate in an hcp matrix has two opposite effects on transport properties. Firstly, the addition of solid particles (aggregates) leads to an increase in the tortuosity of the matrix. This implies an interruption of the capillary pore continuity where ions have to move around the solid inclusions, and hence, slowing down the transport. Secondly, the presence of ITZ will contribute to facilitate the movement of ions. Another feature that must be accounted for in this context is the dilution effect of solid particles, i.e. the reduction of the volume fraction of the conductive phase (paste) due to the presence of the non-conducting aggregate. Marchand and Delagrave [38] concluded that the increased tortuosity has a higher influence on the transport properties than the presence of ITZ. This conclusion is also in agreement with that of Wong et al. [39], who found that transport properties are governed by the overall pore structure and that the net effect of ITZ porosity is small.

Except for pure material properties, parameters such as internal relative humidity, carbonation and temperature also influence the transport characteristics of cement-based materials [31]. Ollivier et al [31], reviewed numerous publications showing that gas permeability and diffusivity of concrete increases significantly as moisture is dried out. The influence of moisture on ion transport is the opposite of that gas permeability.
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2.3 Chloride transport in concrete

Chloride transport in concrete is a complex process, involving transport mechanisms such as diffusion, capillary suction and convective flow with flowing water, accompanied by physical and chemical binding [40]. Depending on the exposure conditions as well as on the moisture content of the concrete, the transport mechanisms may act simultaneously or in sequence during consecutive periods, or one of them may be the exclusive mechanism [41]. Even if concrete is assumed to be homogeneous, crack-free and with water saturated pore system, two major characteristics makes it difficult to theoretically describe chloride transport in cement-based materials, viz. interaction with other ions in the pore solution and interaction between chloride ions and the matrix of the cement-based materials [40].

Interaction with other ions in the pore solution

As chloride ions are charged particles and the pore solution is a strong electrolyte, various ions will interact with each other to maintain electric neutrality. Consequently, the flux of one type of ion will affect the flux of other types of ions because of the electrical field created between them. A theoretically accurate description of the chloride flux in pore solution of cement-based materials will have to be based on the Nernst-Planck equation, which incorporates the interaction with other ions [42]:

\[
q_i = -D_i \frac{\partial c_i}{\partial x} \left( 1 + \frac{\partial \ln \gamma_i}{\partial \ln c_i} \right) + c_i D_i \frac{z_i F}{RT} \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial x}, \tag{7}
\]

where \( q_i \) is the flux of ions, \( D \) denotes the diffusion coefficient, \( c \) is the molar concentration, \( R \) is the gas constant, \( T \) is the absolute temperature, \( x \) is distance, \( \gamma \) is the activity coefficient, \( z \) is the valence of ions, \( F \) is the Faraday constant and \( \phi \) is the counter-electrical potential. Convection is neglected in eq. (7).

Conceptually Eq. (7) can be broken down to:

\[ \text{Flux} = \text{diffusion} + \text{migration} \]

It has been found that cations (Na\(^+\), K\(^+\), Li\(^+\) etc.) have lower diffusion rates than chloride ions in cement paste. Since chloride ions cannot exist alone some cations must be around to keep the solution electrical neutral [42]. Consequently, when chloride ions move forward, a counter-electrical field \( (\partial \phi/\partial x) \) between them and the surrounding slower cations will be formed, which will slow down the chloride ions. Tang et al. [40] pointed out that the main difficulty in applying Eq. (7) for modelling chloride ingress is to quantify the potential gradient \( \partial \phi/\partial x \), because it is a function of the fluxes of all ions and consequently, changes with time.

In migration tests, simplified versions of Eq. 7 are used because the applied external electrical field may dominate over the potential field due to various ion interactions. For example, if assuming a constant gradient of the electrical potential, \( \partial \phi/\partial x \) is replaced by \( E \) (V/m), the electrical field, and Eq. 15 can be expressed as [42]:

\[
q_m = -D \frac{\partial c}{\partial x} + D \frac{zFE}{RT} c. \tag{8}
\]
Others have, by assuming that the pure diffusion part is negligible compared to a high applied $E$, further simplified Eq. (8) by omitting the diffusion part [43].

Even if Eq. (7) is close to a description of the chloride transport in cement-based materials the situation becomes even more complex due to ionic interaction also with the hydration products (pore walls) [42].

**Interaction between chloride ions and the matrix of cement-based materials**

When chloride ions from environmental solutions penetrate into concrete, some of them are captured by the cement hydration products. This is called ‘chloride binding’ [40]. The mechanism of chloride binding is yet not well understood but it is in general believed that both physical adsorption and chemical reactions are involved [44][45]. The binding of chloride ions delays the chloride ingress into concrete since binding reduces the concentration of mobile chloride ions in the pore solution.

Chloride ingress into concrete is usually shown as a ‘chloride profile’, a curve showing the total amount of chlorides as a function of the penetration depth at a certain time. Figure 8 shows such chloride profiles (hypothetical), highlighting the importance of chloride binding on chloride ingress. The concrete composition is one of the parameters influencing chloride binding, which in turn will influence the shape of the chloride profile [44], as can be seen in Fig. 8(b). The concrete with the higher binding capacity will have higher total chloride content at the exposed surface, since the amount of bound chlorides is larger. On the other hand the penetration depth in that concrete will be smaller because a part of the chlorides that penetrate are bound. This means that chlorides occur in different forms in concrete, where some of the chlorides are free ions dissolved in the pore solution and others are chemically or physically bound to the cement hydration products. However, the definition of what ions that are free and what ions that are bound is not clear, because chloride binding seems to vary in strength over a wide range [44].

![Figure 8 a) and b). Hypothetical chloride profiles in concrete highlighting the importance of chloride binding [44].](image)

Chloride binding is influenced by many factors such as chloride concentration, binder content and composition, hydroxyl concentration and other ions present, temperature, carbonation etc. [44][45]. The chloride concentration has been pointed out to be one of the most decisive parameters for chloride binding [44][45]. Therefore, the relationship between the free and the bound chlorides is often presented as a ‘binding isotherm’, see Fig. 9 revised from [46]. The
higher the availability of chlorides the more chlorides are bound. Binding isotherms are used even when other influencing parameters are investigated, such as pH as shown in Fig. 9.

Figure 9. Examples of chloride binding isotherms at different pH-levels, revised from [46].

Except that the amount of bound chloride increases with chloride concentration, it is also obvious in Fig. 9 that the capacity of a material to bind chlorides changes when the ion concentration changes. The capacity of a material to bind chlorides when the ion concentration change is called ‘binding capacity’ [44], and is defined as:

\[
\text{Binding capacity} = \frac{\partial c_b}{\partial c_f},
\]

where \(c_b\) is the concentration of bound chloride and \(c_f\) is the concentration of free chloride. This means that the binding capacity is the slope of a binding isotherm, and that it is concentration dependent as shown in Fig. 9.

In summary, this means that to theoretical describe chloride transport in cement-based materials the interaction with other ions in the pore solution and interaction between chloride ions and the matrix of the cement-based materials must be combined in physical models. As such physical models require a huge amount of input data, which are not readily available at present [40], it is necessary to make a number of assumptions and simplifications to be able to study particular variables that influence chloride ingress.

\textbf{Simplifications}

With the current state of knowledge, diffusion is assumed to be the transport mechanism describing in a satisfactory way the chloride ingress in water-saturated cement-based materials [40]. Diffusion is the transfer of mass by random motion of particles resulting in a net flow from regions of higher concentration to regions of lower concentration of the diffusing substance [47]. This net flow is assumed to be proportional to the concentration gradient, neglecting the other terms in equation (7), and can be expressed as:

\[
q_D = -D_F \frac{\partial c}{\partial x},
\]
where \( q_D \) is the mass flux (kg/m\(^2\)s), \( D_{F1} \) is the diffusion coefficient (m\(^2\)/s), \( c \) is the concentration of ions (kg/m\(^3\) solution) and \( \partial c / \partial x \) is the concentration gradient. Equation (10) is often referred to as Fick’s first law of diffusion. For transient conditions, where the chloride concentration changes with time \((t)\), Fick’s first law has to be used in the mass balance equation, which then can be expressed as:

\[
\frac{\partial c}{\partial t} = \frac{\partial q_D}{\partial x} = D_{F1} \frac{\partial^2 c}{\partial x^2}
\]  

(11)

Equation 11 is only applicable for ions (“free movable”) in solutions. When modelling chloride ingress in cement-based materials (porous materials with binding), \( c \) is replaced with \( C \) (kg/m\(^3\) material), this is the total amount of chlorides (free and bound). Eq 11 is then expressed as:

\[
\frac{\partial C}{\partial t} = D_{F2} \frac{\partial^2 C}{\partial x^2}
\]

(12)

Equation 12 is referred to as Fick’s second law of diffusion, a more detailed interpretation of this simplification can be found in [44]. However, by comparing Eq. (11) with Eq. (12), it is obvious that the two diffusion coefficients, despite having the same unit are different; in Eq. (11) \( D_{F1} \) describes the diffusion of free ions, while in Eq. (12) \( D_{F2} \) includes also binding. The suggested relationship in cement-based materials is [48]:

\[
D_{F2} = \frac{D_{F1}}{\frac{\partial C}{\partial c}} = \frac{D_{F1}}{p_{sol} \left(1 + \frac{\partial c_b}{\partial c_f}\right)}.
\]

(13)

where \( p_{sol} \) is the porosity containing pore solution that acts as a solvent for chloride ions. This term must be included because the concentration is expressed different in the two terms; in \( c \) as kg/m\(^3\) solution and in \( C \) as kg/m\(^3\) material. The diffusion coefficients in Eqs. (11) and (12) will be discussed further in chapter 3.

### 2.4 Corrosion of steel in concrete

Reinforcement steel is an alloy that essential consists of iron, small amount of carbon and other so called trace elements. In nature, most of the iron exists in a stable form as iron ore mainly in oxides such as magnetite (Fe\(_3\)O\(_4\)) and hematite (Fe\(_2\)O\(_3\)). When steel is manufactured a lot of energy is added to the iron ore to transform it to steel; metallic corrosion can simple be regarded as the tendency for the steel to transform back to its original thermodynamically stable state [49]. Corrosion of metals is an electrochemical process, which means that it occurs not by direct chemical reaction of the metal with its environment but rather through coupled electrochemical half-cells reactions involving the passage of electrical charge. For steel in neutral and in alkaline solutions such as the pore solution of concrete, the following electrochemical reactions are usually relevant [50]:

Anodic reaction (dissolution of iron):

\[
\text{Fe} \rightarrow \text{Fe}^{2+} + 2e^-
\]

(14)
Cathodic reaction (electron consuming reaction):

\[ \text{O}_2 + 2\text{H}_2\text{O} + 4e^- \rightarrow 4\text{OH}^- \]  \hspace{1cm} (15)

On a corroding metal surface, anodic and cathodic reactions occur in a coupled manner with the same rate at different places on the metal surface. The overall balanced reaction can be written as:

\[ 2\text{Fe} + \text{O}_2 + \text{H}_2\text{O} + 4e^- \rightarrow 2\text{Fe(OH)}_2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (16)

where the product of the last reaction is hydrated ferric oxide (rust).

In the following section the fundamentals of chloride induced corrosion of embedded steel in concrete will be discussed with the support of the theory of aqueous corrosion.

### 2.4.1 Thermodynamical aspects

**Electrode potentials**

Immersion of a metal (electrode) into a solution creates a metal/solution interface; positively charged metal ions dissolve into solution, leaving behind electrons in the metal. This is like an electrical capacitor, bringing about a charge separation [49]. The charge of the metal side of the interface is balanced by a distribution of ions at the solution side of the interface; this is called the electrical double layer, an electric potential difference is created across the metal/solution interface.

This potential difference across a metal/solution interface is commonly referred to as an electrode potential. The electrode potential is a measure of the ease of electrons to transfer from the metal/solution interface, i.e. the tendency of the metal to dissolve. As it is not possible to measure the electrode potential absolutely, but only the potential difference against another interface, a standard reference electrode is defined against which the ‘relative’ electrode potential is measured. The standard hydrogen electrode (SHE) is universally accepted as the primary standard against which all electrode potentials are compared (arbitrarily defined as 0 V). Another common reference electrode is the saturated calomel electrode (SCE). The potential of the SCE is + 245 mV vs. SHE.

The magnitude of electrode potentials is affected by several variables where some are included in Table 2 [50].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Order of magnitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nature of the metal</td>
<td>1 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical nature of the solution</td>
<td>0.1-1 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface state (oxide film)</td>
<td>0.1 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absorbed gases</td>
<td>0.01-0.1 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical stress</td>
<td>0.001-0.01 V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As previously mentioned, corrosion of metals is an electrochemical process including a chemical reaction accompanied by the passage of an electric current. For this to occur a potential difference must exist between one part of the metal and another. A large number of factors can give rise to variation in potential on a metal; these variations (heterogeneities) may vary in size from the sub-microscopic or atomic scale to the macroscopic when the separate anodic and cathodic areas may be seen with the naked eye [51].

Figure 10 shows some of these heterogeneities. The heterogeneities 1 to 6 in Fig. 10 will promote substantial potential difference in the case in which the solutions has direct access to the metal surface. However, the conditions will generally differ from this, and will be complicated by the presence of an oxide film or a layer of corrosion product on the metal surface [51]. Case 7 shows the breakdown of a protective film (passive layer, see next section), and case 8 shows discontinuous mill-scale. These discontinuities in the oxide films will render the part not covered by the oxide film anodic.

Further, potential difference can arise due to variations (in the solution in contact with the metal surface) in the concentration of e.g. chloride ions, pH-value and oxygen [51].

**Potential-pH diagram**

The potential-pH diagram (Fig. 11), usually called ‘Pourbaix diagram’, gives a guide to the stability (thermodynamically) of a metal in a specific environment [52]. Figure 13 shows a potential-pH diagram of iron in pure water at 25°C. The chemical environment is characterized by the pH of the aqueous solution (x-axis), and the electrode potential E (y-axis), is a measure of the electrochemical environment.
The different regions in the diagram specify which species are stable under a certain pH and E. When the stable species is a dissolved ion, the region is in the diagram labelled ‘corrosion’. When the stable species is a solid oxide or a solid hydroxide, the region is labelled as ‘passivity’, this means that the metal is protected by a surface film of an oxide or a hydroxide. Finally, when the stable species is the metal itself, the region is labelled as ‘immunity’. In Fig. 11 also two dashed lines are plotted, labelled ‘a’ and ‘b’. Between the ‘a’ and ‘b’ lines, water is stable, below ‘a’ line, H₂ evolution is possible, and above the ‘b’ line, O₂ evolution is possible.

The pore solution in concrete has usually a pH above 13, where the oxides Fe₃O and Fe₂O are stable for a wide range of potentials (in the passive region) [53].

Although the potential-pH diagram gives a first guide of metals corrosion behaviour it is still subjected to several limitations [50]. Some of them are: (1) the regions have been calculated using thermodynamic data assuming equilibrium, where in practice conditions may be far from equilibrium, (2) the diagram gives no information about kinetics, i.e. corrosion rates, (3) the diagram do not consider localized corrosion by chlorides ions, and special experimental diagrams must be constructed.

**Passivity**

Passivity can be defined as the reduction in chemical or electrochemical activity of a metal due to the reaction of the metal with its environment so as to form a protective film on the metal surface [50]. Note that the oxides (Fe₂O₃ and Fe₃O₄) plotted in Fig. 11 are in fact corrosion products, but are insoluble thereby preventing the electrolyte from coming in contact with iron and greatly reduces the corrosion rate. The exact nature of the passive film on iron remains elusive, part of the reason is that it is very thin (1.5-5 nm) [50].
In the absence of aggressive substance Hansson [53] summarised the following sequence of events that can be expected when fresh concrete is poured around steel reinforcement:

- A rapid development of a passive surface film, due to the high pH of the pore solution and the availability of oxygen. The potential of the steel will lie anywhere between +175 and -594 mV vs. SCE (approximate -70 and -840 mV vs SHE). The corrosion current (rate) will be negligible, around 0.01 to 0.1 µA/cm², corresponding to a corrosion penetration rate of 0.1 to 1.0 µm/year.
- The maintenance of the passive film requires both a high pH and access of oxygen. The greater the availability of oxygen, the thicker will be the passive film and the more positive will be the potential. In aerated concrete, steel normally exhibits a potential in the range +100 to -200 mV vs. SCE [55].
- If the concrete is buried under moist ground or deep water, eventually all the oxygen in the concrete will be reduced and the passive film cannot be maintained; the potential will then drop and the embedded steel will be in an ‘active state’. However, because of the lack of oxygen, the corrosion rate will still be negligibly low, and in the same order of magnitude as in the passive state.

Localized corrosion

It is well known that the ability of the passive films to protect the metal can be compromised in the presence of chlorides or other halides [49][50][56][57]. These aggressive ions can give rise to a local breakdown of the passive film, resulting in accelerated dissolution of the underlying metal. If this attack initiates on an open surface, it is called pitting corrosion, at an occluded site it is called crevice corrosion [49][57]. Once initiated, the attack takes a very similar geometrical characteristics (a pit), and the propagation electrochemistry of pitting and crevice corrosion converge [49].

The mechanism of the very initiation of the breakdown of the otherwise protective passive film is not clearly understood. Different theories for the passive film breakdown and pit initiation have been proposed [57][58]. The pit propagation is illustrated in Fig. 12 for steel in concrete when chloride ions are present.

![Figure 12. Schematic representation of the propagation stage of pitting of steel embedded in concrete.](image)

When pitting corrosion has been initiated on steel embedded in concrete, areas no longer protected by the passive film will act as anodes (active zones) while large areas in the
surrounding still passive will act as cathodes, i.e. a site of oxygen reduction [59]. As the pit grows (anode), the dissolved metal ions are confined within the pit due to the restricted geometry and of a cap of porous corrosion products, which may exist [50]. As a result, accumulated metal ions undergo hydrolysis, and a local acidity develops within the pit creating a very aggressive environment. Finally chloride ions migrate from the bulk electrolyte to the pit electrolyte to maintain charge neutrality. When the corrosive pit electrolyte has been formed, pitting is considered to be autocatalytic [50]. The average potential is between that of the passive steel and that of the local anode, typically -200 to -500 mV (SCE) [55].

2.4.2 Kinetics

In order for the corrosion to proceed, there must be a complete electrical circuit between the anodic and cathodic areas. In Fig. 12 four partial processes can be identified for maintaining the current in the corrosion cell, i.e. the corrosion rate, those are:

- Oxidation of iron liberating electrons (anod).
- Reduction of oxygen consuming electrons (cathode).
- Transport of electrons within the metal.
- Current flow inside the concrete, transported by ions in the pore solution.

The slowest of the four partial processes will determine the corrosion rate. In reality the transport of electrons within the metal will never be the slowest process. Therefore, one of the other three processes will control the corrosion rate, i.e. be the kinetically controlling one. Which one it actually will be depends on the prevailing condition inside the concrete [59]:

- Slow anodic process because the reinforcement is passive, as in the absence of carbonation and chloride ions.
- Slow cathodic process because the rate at which oxygen reaches the reinforcement surface is low, as in water-saturated concrete.
- Slow current flow inside the concrete, as when the concrete has a low relative humidity.

From the above, the moisture content of the concrete can be pointed out as one the most decisive parameter controlling the corrosion rate. The moisture content can have two opposite effect on corrosion rate, too high it will restrict the diffusion of oxygen, and too low it will restrict the diffusion of the charge bearing ions [60].

Polarization resistance ($R_p$) is the only electrochemical technique to measure instantaneous (actual) corrosion rate [61]. It is based on the observation of linearity of the polarization curve around the corrosion potential ($E_{corr}$). If an external current ($\Delta i$) is applied for instance on a rebar it will move the potential away from $E_{corr}$ (by $\Delta E$), this is known as polarization. If the polarization is within several mV of $E_{corr}$, the potential change is almost always linear proportional to the current applied [54]. This linear proportionality is known as the Stern-Geary equation and can be expressed as:

$$R_p = \frac{\Delta E}{\Delta i} \bigg|_{\Delta E \to 0}$$

The $R_p$ (Ω m²) is related to the instantaneous corrosion rate through Eq. 18.
where \( i_{corr} \) is the corrosion current density, A/m², \( B \) is a constant, with suggested values of around 26 mV for active corroding reinforcement and 52 mV if the reinforcement is passive [61].

With the assumption of a homogeneous corrosion attack \( i_{corr} \) can be converted to corrosion penetration depth through Faraday’s law:

\[
X_{corr} = i_{corr} \frac{M}{Fz\rho}
\]

(19)

Where \( X_{corr} \) has the unit m/s (but it is commonly instead expressed in units of mm/year), \( M \) is the molar mass of the metal (kg/mole), \( F \) is the Faraday’s constant (96500 coulombs/mole electrons), \( z \) is the valence number of ions (2 for iron), and \( \rho \) is the metal density (kg/m³).

**2.4.3 Chloride threshold value**

As previously mentioned the exact mechanism of the breakdown (corrosion initiation) of the passive film by chloride ions, is not clearly understood. For simplicity it has been suggested, for steel corrosion in concrete, that it can be considered as a function of the net balance between two competing processes; stabilization and repair of the film by OH\(^-\) ions, and disruption of the film by Cl\(^-\) ions [54]. It is generally accepted that depassivation occurs when the chloride ion concentration reaches a certain critical concentration, often referred as the chloride threshold value (CTV) [59][54][62]. The chloride threshold value depends on many parameters; comprehensive literature reviews on the subject are found in references [62][63].

Both Angst et al. [62] and Alonso et al [63] reported large scatter in the reported chloride threshold values found in the literature. Figure 13 shows the scatter in data reported from field and laboratory tests [63].

One of the decisive parameters for CTV has been identified to be pH of the pore solution (which mainly depends on the binder type) [54][62]. This is reasonable as the maintainance of the passive film is strongly dependent on the level of pH (content of OH\(^-\) ions), see Fig. 11. Two common references in the literature linking the chloride threshold value to the concentration of OH\(^-\) is Hausmann [64] and Diamond [65], which both suggested a concentration ratio of Cl\(^-\)/OH\(^-\). Hausmann [64] suggested a Cl\(^-\)/OH\(^-\) to be 0.6 while Diamond [65] proposed 0.3. In both cases this quantitative data are based on experiments in solutions. For reinforcement bars embedded in concrete additional effects may influence the CTV. This is shown in Fig. 14 where Andrade [61] summarised results found in the literature expressed as Cl\(^-\)/OH\(^-\) in alkaline solutions, mortars and concretes.
Another decisive parameter affecting the CTV is the quality of the steel-concrete interface [66][67]. For example, it has been suggested that when concrete is cast against a steel bar a dense cement rich layer containing a significant quantity of precipitated Ca(OH)$_2$ is formed at the interface. This restricts the mobility of the available chloride ions to reach incipient anodic sites (see Fig. 12), and the tendency for the pH to decrease there. This is suggested to be one of the reasons for higher chloride threshold values of steel embedded in concrete and mortars as compared with steel immersed in alkaline solutions (see Fig.14). In addition, the presence of hydration products on the steel surface restricts both the cathodic and anodic reactions.

The large scatter in the reported data has partially be attributed to the variability in the testing methods [62][63]. The need of laboratory tests under conditions that are as realistic as possible to predict threshold chloride values for embedded reinforcement steel has been identified [62][63][67].

**Expression of chloride threshold values**

The chloride threshold value can be expressed in different forms [62], such as:
1. Total chloride content relative to the weight of concrete (C<sub>T</sub>/Con)
2. Total chloride content relative to the weight of binder (C<sub>T</sub>/B)
3. Free chloride content relative to the weight of binder (C<sub>F</sub>/B)
4. Free chloride relative to the hydroxyl concentration in the pore solution (C<sub>F</sub>/OH<sup>-</sup>)

There are various advantages and disadvantages of the different forms of expression. The various forms differ in the way they reflect the aggressive ion (Cl<sup>-</sup>) and the inhibitive properties of the cement matrix [68].

The simplest form of expression is as C<sub>T</sub>/Con. In this form the determined amount of chloride content at the depth of interest can sometimes be misleading, if a part of a concrete sample consists of large aggregates, the C<sub>T</sub>/Con will be lower than that in an adjacent sample at the same depth with a higher amount of cement paste. This can in particular cause erroneous results if the chloride content is determined at a single point without performing a chloride profile. With relatively little additional effort, the CTV can be expressed as C<sub>T</sub>/B [69]. This form eliminates the above risk of misleading results, but has been criticized for including also the bound chlorides, that do not take part in the corrosion process. This is taken into consideration in the last two forms of expression (3 and 4), in which only the free chlorides are counted as harmful. The difference between these two forms is the assumption that in the last one only the OH<sup>-</sup> concentration (pH) reflects the inhibitive properties of the cement matrix.

By analysis of literature data and theoretical considerations, the authors in reference [68] concluded that the CTV is best presented as C<sub>T</sub>/B. It is also important to bear in mind that practically it is very difficult to measure the C<sub>F</sub> or the pH of the concrete pore solution. This was experienced in the experimental work in paper VIII, where pore solution extraction for chemical analysis was attempted on several concrete mixes (with low w/c) without any success. Also from the data presented in [62], the expression forms C<sub>F</sub>/B and C<sub>F</sub>/OH<sup>-</sup> did not reduce the large scatter in the reported CTVs, on the contrary in many cases even higher scatter was reported.

In real structures one additional complication arises in expressing the CTV as C<sub>F</sub>/OH. The chloride binding is temperature depended [40], and C<sub>F</sub> will vary with temperature variations. On the contrary C<sub>T</sub>/B is stable at temperature variations. The CTV is most commonly presented as total chloride content relative to the weight of binder (expression form 2); this was also adopted in this work.

2.5 Mineral additions

The incorporation of mineral additions in cement-based materials can lead to favourable influences on many properties, some by physical effects and others by physical-chemically effects [70][71]. The physical effects depend mainly on the particle size of the mineral addition and affects properties such as the rheological behaviour and early hydration. Limestone filler can be considered as a mineral addition mainly contributing by physical effects. Though, some chemical reactions occur as will be discussed later. Slag, fly ash and silica fume are more associated to physical-chemical effects such as pozzolanic reactions affecting to a larger extent properties like strength and permeability.

Mehta [70][72] stated, referring to mineral additions with physical-chemical effects, that any improvements of strength and durability of concrete associated with the use of these materials are possible only through pore refinement of its paste and reduction of microcracking at the
ITZ. Beneficial effects on concrete durability, because of paste pore refinement when incorporating mineral additions, have also been supported by many others [71][73][74][75]. However, when it comes to the controversial subject of ITZ, Leemann et al. [76] did not detect any major differences of the pore volume of the ITZ when comparing cement types with and without mineral additions. Further, the authors in reference [76] concluded that the pore characteristics of the bulk paste have a stronger impact on permeability than the pore volume in the ITZ. This conclusion is in agreement with previous cited references [38] and [39].

Also mineral additions without pozzolanic properties can influence the hydration and microstructure of cement-based materials [77][78]. The influence of these additions can be assigned mainly to physical effects. Examples of these kinds of mineral additions are quartz filler and the widely used limestone filler. In the literature quartz filler is often regarded as chemically inert [77][78], whereas the action of limestone filler is considered to lie somewhere in between that of an inert filler and a reactive one [3]. Three main physical effects are reported to be observed on cement hydration when so called inert additions are used. These three effects are: cement dilution, modification of the particle size distribution and heterogeneous nucleation [77][78]. The dilution effect is connected with the replacement level of cement clinker with mineral addition, and equivalent to an increase in water-cement ratio. The effect of particle size distribution depends on the fineness and amount of the mineral addition, and is related to the modification of the initial porosity of the mix.

The heterogeneous nucleation is a physical process enhancing the cement hydration by providing nucleation sites (on the mineral addition) to the cement hydrates. Lawrence et al. [78] cited Stumm [79] giving a qualitative explanation for this process: “Qualitatively, if the surface of the solid substrate matches well with the crystal, the interfacial energy between the solids is smaller than the interfacial energy between the crystal and the solution, and nucleation may take place at a lower saturation ratio on a solid substrate surface than in pore solution”. Decrease of particle size and increase of the amount of mineral addition favours this process. Further, nucleation depends also on the affinity of the mineral addition for cement hydrates, which is related to the nature of the mineral addition used. The physical effects described above are to various extents also valid for the reactive additions before their potential chemical reaction starts [80]. In the literature the effects of modification of the particle size distribution and heterogeneous nucleation are seldom separated; the term “filler effect” is often used as a collective term. However, the term filler effect is sometimes used for either one of the effects [77][81].

### 2.5.1 Efficiency coefficient for mineral additions

The water-cement ratio is as previously discussed one of the dominant factors defining the properties of cement-based materials. When mineral additions are used as cement replacement the interdependency between water-cement ratio and properties such as strength and permeability are altered from what had been the case if pure Portland cement had been used. A rational methodology for using the w/c concept in predicting concrete properties when mineral additions are used was to the author’s knowledge first proposed by Smith [82]. In Smiths methodology when pozzolans (in his case fly ash) are used the water-cement ratio is substituted with the equivalent water-cement ratio \((w/c)_{eq}\) and an efficiency factor, called the \(k\)-value is introduced. The equivalent water-cement ratio can then be expressed as:

\[
(w/c)_{eq} = \frac{w}{(c + kR)},
\]  

(20)
where the $k$-value, also referred to as the coefficient of efficiency, defines how many per cent by mass of a specified mineral addition can be regarded as equivalent to Portland cement. $R$, $c$ and $w$ are the masses of the mineral addition, Portland cement and mixing water. The $k$-value can be determined by taking the following steps:

1. Determine the relationship between the property to be studied (strength, permeability, etc.) and $w/c$ for the Portland cement used, see Fig. 15.
2. Determine the value of the property to be studied for a given concrete mixture containing the mineral addition to be investigated.
3. By using the results from Fig. 15 and the result from step 2, $(w/c)_{eq}$ can be determined.
4. By using the known values of $c$, $R$ and $w$ and the value of $(w/c)_{eq}$ determined in step 3, the $k$-value can be calculated using Eq. (20).

![Graphical illustration of the steps to be taken for determining the coefficient of efficiency for a mineral addition with regards to a certain property.](image)

The $k$-value summarises both the physical and chemical effects of the mineral addition and, hence, is influenced by a large array of parameters. The efficiency of a mineral addition depends, apart from the particular type used, on its fineness, the type of Portland cement it is combined with, and also by the replacement ratio [72]. The concept of equivalent water-cement ratio has been adopted by national standards; e.g., the European Standard [83] gives $k$-values for type II additions, i.e. reactive additions. The values are 0.2-0.4 for fly ash and 1.0-2.0 for silica fume. No values are given for slag, but in the documents for application of EN 206-1 in Sweden [84] a $k$-value of 0.6 is given for ground granulated blast-furnace slag. Exactly how the $k$-values in European Standard [83] are to be determined is not specified.

### 2.5.2 Limestone

The European standard EN 197-1 [2] permits use of limestone as an ingredient in Portland composite cements (CEM II) in two ranges: CEM II/A cements containing between 6% and 20% limestone (by mass) and CEM II/B cements containing between 21% and 35% limestone. From the data presented in [85] it can be concluded that Portland composite cement was the single largest type of cement used in 2010 in Europe, where Portland limestone cement was the most common alternative.
The reactivity of limestone filler in blended cements has been debated [86], and for a long time ground limestone was considered as inert filler [3]. Nowadays, it is generally accepted that limestone participates to some extent in the hydration reactions. It has been reported that CaCO₃ reacts with C₃A to form carboaluminates, and a transformation of the ettringite-monosulphate system occurs [87][88][89]. Further, interaction between calcium silicate (C₃S) and calcium carbonate, resulting in acceleration of the hydration of C₃S and modification of the Ca/Si ratio of C-S-H have also been reported [90][91]. Investigations on cements have also shown that the overall hydration rate of cement is accelerated with the incorporation of limestone filler [92].

From mercury intrusion studies Pipilikaki et al. [93] reported that an increased limestone addition gave an increased intruded mercury volume indicating an increasing porosity. However, in the same study [93] a decreased threshold diameter (dₘₙ) with increased limestone addition was also reported. The threshold diameter corresponds to the narrowest path in the interconnected pore, and it has been found that permeability of cement paste is more sensitive to the dₘₙ than the total porosity [94]. Also from mercury intrusion studies Sellevold et al. [95] reported, when they compared mature pastes with and without 12% limestone (very fine filler), that the specimens containing limestone filler had a finer pore structure. Bonavetti et al. [89] stated that the final hydration product of C₃A in limestone blended cements is an unstable compound in sulphate and chloride environment, and presumably can introduce durability problems. Ranc et al. [96] reported that, compared with quartz filler, the 28-day strength contribution of calcareous filler may be more than 5 MPa, and this could be due to the formation of carboaluminates. There is a general agreement in the literature [97] that at levels of replacement of clinker up to 5% by limestone has little impact on the properties of concrete.

**Strength**

The higher degree of hydration at an early age due to limestone as previously mentioned is also reflected by higher early age strength. It has been shown that the use of limestone filler as a replacement for cement may improve or at least not affect significantly the strength of both mortars and concretes at early ages, but this improvement has been found to disappear at a later age [99][100][101][102][103].

**Chloride ion ingress**

The literature is found to be conflicting about limestone addition with respect to the resistance of chloride ion ingress. In cell diffusion tests on mortar specimens, in which cement had been replaced (20%) by limestone filler but in which the water/clinker-ratio had been kept constant, the measured steady-state chloride diffusion coefficient was found to be lower for limestone blended mortars, but the time required to establish steady-state was longer for neat PC mortars [104]. With the same method of testing cement pastes, Tezuka et al. [105] reported somehow contradictory results; the chloride diffusion coefficient decreased in the following order of filler replacement: 25, 15, 35, 10, 0 and 5%.

Dhir et al. [106] tested the resistance to chloride penetration in a two-compartment cell applying a potential difference across the assembly. The result showed minor decrease of the resistance to chloride ingress for a limestone replacement ratio of 15% compared with pure Portland cement. For replacement rates beyond this level, there was a more progressive decrease in the resistance to chloride ingress. When the chloride penetration resistance was determined with a migration test (acceleration of ion transport by applying an electric voltage), the concretes with
blended binder of Portland cement and limestone showed a somewhat higher migration than those with neat Portland cement; the binders had comparable 28 days compressive strength [107]. Ghrici et al. [108] also tested concretes with a migration test, with different water/binder-ratios with and without 15% replacement of cement with limestone filler. In all cases the concretes with limestone blended cements showed larger chloride ingress.

In laboratory trials of mortars immersed in artificial seawater [109] an addition of 20% limestone filler by weight of cement to a reference mix led to a much higher chloride penetration than in the reference mortars. Bonavetti et. al. [110] exposed concrete specimens to a 3% sodium chloride solution in an immersion test (natural diffusion). Portland cement and two limestone-blended cements with a limestone content of 9.3% and 18.1% were tested. The chloride ingress increased with the increase of limestone filler content for wet cured specimens, but for air cured specimens the concrete with plain Portland cement showed the highest chloride ingress. For chloride ingress measurements made on concrete specimens exposed to a tidal zone in a marine exposure site, only relatively small systematic differences between cements with 0%, 5% and 25% limestone were revealed, the 5% cements being slightly better and the 25% cements somewhat worse than ordinary Portland cements [111].

One durability aspect that must be mentioned when limestone filler is used as Portland cement replacement is the resistance to sulphate attack and formation of thaumasite. Irassar [98] concluded in his review in the subject, that for external sulphate attack the effective w/c is the main variable. A low replacement ratio (<10%) causes no significant change in sulphate resistance, as the increase of the effective w/c is limited, while a larger proportion (>15%) may worsen performance when exposed to sulphate. Also the C₃A content of the parent Portland cement influences sulphate performance as for ordinary Portland cement.
3 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

In the following, the most important experimental techniques used in the present work are briefly summarised.

3.1 Compressive strength

In principle, strength testing was carried out in accordance with European Standard test method EN 196-1 [2], but with a variety of mortar compositions instead of the standard mortar prescribed in the standard. The method specifies that prismatic mortar specimens, of size 40 mm x 40 mm x 160 mm, are to be used. The mortar is prepared by mechanical mixing and is compacted in a mould using a vibrating table for compacting. Each mould contains three specimens. During the first 24 hours the specimens are stored in the mould tightly covered with a lid to prevent evaporation. After the specimens are demoulded they are stored under lime-saturated water at a temperature of +20 ± 2 °C. At the required age, the specimens are taken from their wet storage, broken in flexure into two halves and each half is tested for compressive strength. In the experiments described in this paper, three prisms, i.e. six specimens, were used for determining the compressive strength for each mortar quality.

3.2 Chloride transport

As have been pointed out previously, the chloride ingress in concrete is a complex process influenced by a set of parameters that also in some cases are interrelated. Page et al. [112] pointed out that no single test method can provide adequate information to allow accurate predictions of diffusion rates for a variety of conditions of exposure. This point of view was also supported by Nilsson et al. [44]. However, owing to the important role of chloride ingress in concrete with regard to the durability of concrete structures many methods have been proposed for testing [40]. To be able to study particular variables that influence chloride ingress it is necessary to make a number of assumptions and simplifications. In the following the test methods and models of chloride ingress used in this work are discussed and the significance of the made simplifications is addressed.

3.2.1 Diffusion cell test

The test method that is considered to be the conventional way to determine the ion transport through cement-based materials is the diffusion cell (Fig. 16) [40]. Its underlying assumption is that the relationship between measured values of steady state flux and concentration are as a reasonable approximation described by Fick’s first law of diffusion (Eq. 10). Whilst the values of the diffusion coefficient obtained by this method cannot be regarded as material properties, it has been shown that they provide a useful mean of comparison, which allows the major factors that affect chloride ‘diffusion’ (transport) rates to be evaluated [112][113].
Figure 16. Experimental arrangement for a diffusion cell test.

A diffusion cell test normally involves the following procedures:

- The up-stream cell contains a chloride solution and the down-stream cell initially does not contain any chloride ions; a thin specimen separates the two compartments.
- The concentration of chloride ions in the down-stream cell solution is monitored at a certain time interval.
- A constant increase in chloride concentration of the solution of the down-stream cell implies a steady-state chloride flow and the diffusion coefficient according to Fick’s first law can be calculated.

Usually an equation similar to Eq. (10) is used to calculate the steady-state diffusion coefficient ($D_{ss}$). That gives:

$$D_{ss} = q_D \frac{L}{c_0 - c_1} = \frac{V_1}{A} \frac{\Delta c_1}{\Delta t} \frac{L}{c_0 - c_1}, \quad (21)$$

where $\frac{c_1}{t}$ is the linear slope of the concentration-time curve (see Fig. 17), $V_1$ is the solution volume of cell 2, $L$ is the thickness of the specimen, $A$ is the area of the specimen exposed to the solution, $c_0$ is the chloride ion concentration of cell 1, $c_1$ is the concentration of chloride ions in cell 2. If $c_0 >> c_1$, the latter is negligible. Alternatively, if the increase in $c_1$ is significant compared to $c_0$, integrating Eq. 21 in the range from $\tau$ to $t$ yields [40]:

$$D_{ss} = \frac{V_1}{A_{specimen}} \frac{L}{t - \tau} \left[ \ln c_0 - \ln (c_0 - c_1) \right], \quad (22)$$

where $\tau$ is the intersection of the linear regression line (see Fig. 17) with the time axis; it is called the ‘time lag’. With the given assumptions $D_{ss}$ (Eq. 21) is equal with $D_{F1}$ (Eq. 10).
With the same experimental arrangement also the diffusion coefficient for transient conditions, where the chloride concentration changes with time \( (t) \) can determined. This non-steady state diffusion coefficient \( D_{\text{iss}} \) can be calculated from the time lag with Eq. (23):

\[
D_{\text{iss}} = \frac{L^2}{6\tau}.
\]  

Equation (23) is derived from the analytical solution of Fick’s second law (Eq. 12) for the conditions in a diffusion cell with the assumption of a constant \( D_{\text{iss}} \) [114], this mean that \( D_{\text{iss}} \) is equal with \( D_{\text{F2}} \). In cement-based materials, due to chloride binding, the \( D_{\text{iss}} \) will depend on the concentration in the up-stream cell. When a steady-state chloride flow has been achieved it can be assumed that the chloride binding capacity has been exhausted. That means that \( D_{\text{ss}} \) is not dependent on chloride binding. Still Arsenault et al. [115] reported a slight decrease of \( D_{\text{ss}} \) with a chloride concentration increase in the solution of the up-stream cell. During the test other ions then chloride will also be dissolved, diffuse, and participate. The effect of these processes on the test results is yet not clarified. A variation of the diffusion cell test was employed in paper III.

### 3.2.2 Immersion test (field exposure)

The immersion test can also be regarded as a conventional way to determine the chloride transport through cement-based materials. By immersion of specimens in sodium chloride solutions or submersion in the sea, as was done in paper I and paper II for a certain time (see Fig. 18), and followed by measuring the chloride profile, the non-steady state diffusion coefficient can be determined.
This method involved the following procedures:

- Prevention of multi-directional penetration by sealing all surfaces of the specimen except two. This was done by not removing the plastic moulds and by using a large enough specimen where one-directional penetration can be assumed at the sampling points.
- After one and three years of exposure in the sea the chloride content was determined at certain depths from the exposed surface. This is done by grinding the specimen successively from the exposed surface and then analysing the chloride content of each powder sample.

By modelling the chloride ingress as a diffusion process and assuming that there is no chloride binding, or that a simple linear relationship exist between the bound and free chlorides ions, the diffusion coefficient was obtained by curve-fitting the chloride profile to the so-called ‘error function solution’ [40] (see Fig. 19). The error function solution is the mathematical solution to Fick’s second law (Eq. (12)) for a semi-infinite medium:

\[
C_{(x,t)} = C_i + (C_s - C_i) \cdot \left(1 - \text{erf} \left( \frac{x}{2 \sqrt{D_{\text{nss}} t}} \right) \right),
\]

where \( C(x,t) \) is the chloride concentration at depth \( x \) after exposure period \( t \), \( C_i \) is the initial concentration, \( C_s \) is the chloride concentration at the exposure surface, \( D_{\text{nss}} \) is the chloride diffusion coefficient, and \( \text{erf} \) is the error function. For mortars with high w/c, chloride had penetrated through the centre of the specimens after three years of exposure, as the chloride ingress took place from two sides (see Fig. 18). Then Eq. 24 cannot be used, because the boundary condition is no longer semi-infinite. In these cases, Eq. 25 was used, which also is a solution to Eq. 12, but for double-sided chloride ingress [114].

\[
\frac{C(x,t) - C_i}{(C_s - C_i)} = 1 - \frac{4}{\pi} \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \frac{(-1)^n}{2n + 1} \exp \left(- \frac{(2n + 1)^2 \cdot \pi \cdot F_0}{4} \right) \cos \left( \frac{(2n + 1)\pi}{2} \left(1 - \frac{x}{L}\right) \right),
\]

where the Fourier number, \( F_0 \), is equal to:

\[
F_0 = \frac{D_{\text{nss}} t}{L^2}.
\]

The rest of the parameters in Eq. 25 correspond to the parameters in Eq. 24, with the addition of parameter \( L \), which is the half-thickness of the specimen.
The curve-fitting of the measured chloride profile reproduces the regression parameters $D_{\text{ass}}$ and $C_s$. These two parameters should not be seen as direct material properties, but as regression parameters, describing the chloride ingress under a specific exposure condition and after a specific exposure time; the reason for this will be discussed in the following.

A clarification of the difference between the diffusion coefficients obtained from the two conventional methods is given in Eq. (13) as described by Massat et al. [48]. In Eq. (13) it can be seen that the relationship depends on the porosity and the chloride binding capacity. The two non-steady state diffusion coefficients obtained from Eq. (23) and Eqs. (24) and (25) should theoretically be the same if the exposure conditions are the same.

The $D_{\text{ass}}$ obtained when curve-fitting data with Eqs. (24) and (25), is a kind of average diffusion coefficient under the time of exposure, and is also referred to as the ‘apparent’ diffusion coefficient ($D_a$) [40]. Correspondingly the chloride concentration at the exposed surface $C_s$ obtained from the same curve-fitting is referred to as the ‘apparent surface chloride content’ $C_{sa}$. In this case the boundary conditions are assumed to be constant during the exposure time. Contrary to this assumption, data from different exposure times have shown that both $D_a$ and $C_{sa}$ are time dependent [116]. An equation commonly used to describe the time dependency for $D_a$ is [40]:

$$D_a(t) = D_0 \left( \frac{t_0}{t} \right)^\alpha,$$

(27)

where $t$ is the age of the concrete, $D_0$ is the diffusion coefficient at a reference age $t_0$ and $\alpha$ is the age exponent. Part of this time dependency has been attributed to normal densification of cement-based materials, where the densification being different for different binders. However, Tang et al. [40] pointed out that the time dependency of $D_a$ has not yet been fully explained.

What is even more intricate than a time dependent $D_a$ is that observations from field data show that also $C_{sa}$ is time dependent [116]. These observations cannot be explained with the current knowledge [40]; time-dependent binding could be a reason [40]. An important consequence of $C_{sa}$ time dependency is that the error function is no longer the correct mathematical solution to Fick’s second law (Eq. (12)). Therefore models based on the error function solution must be
considered as strictly empirical, and chloride ingress predictions with those models can be valid only as long as empirical data are available for the particular environment and exposure time.

### 3.2.3 Chloride migration test

Chloride ingress by diffusion is a slow process, especially for high quality concrete. A number of accelerated methods have been developed. The acceleration in those methods is often achieved by applying an external electrical field over the specimen, driving the chloride ions to migrate from the cathode to the anode. This reduces the test durations from weeks or months to hours or days, depending on the test [40]. Like the conventional methods the accelerated methods can also be under steady-state or non-steady-state conditions.

The accelerated method used in paper I is the widely used Rapid Chloride Migration test (NT-BUILD 492) [117], which is a non-steady-state migration test (Fig. 20) developed by Tang and Nilsson [118]. In this method, an external electrical field with a DC potential of 10-60 V, depending on the quality of concrete, is applied across the specimen. In most cases the specimen is split after 24 h and a silver nitrate solution is sprayed on one of the freshly split sections. The chloride penetration depth can then be measured from the visible white silver chloride precipitation, and the chloride migration coefficient $D_m$, can be calculated from this penetration depth according to Eq. (28).

\[ D_m = \frac{RTL}{zFE} \alpha \frac{x_d - a \bar{x_d}}{t}, \]  

where $R$ is the gas constant, $T$ is the absolute temperature, $L$ is the specimen thickness, $z$ is the valence of ions, $F$ is the Faraday constant, $E$ is the applied electrical potential minus 2 V (because of the potential drop at the interface between the electrode and the electrolyte [40]), $x_d$ is the average value of the chloride penetration depth, $t$ is test duration time and $\alpha$ is: 

**Figure 20. Test set-up for NT-BUILD 492 [117].**

- a. Rubber sleeve
- b. Anolyte
- c. Anode
- d. Specimen
- e. Catholyte
- f. Cathode
- g. Plastic support
- h. Plastic box
\[ a = 2 \sqrt{\frac{RTL}{zFE}} \cdot \text{erf}^{-1}\left(1 - \frac{2c_d}{c_0}\right), \]  

(29)

where \( \text{erf}^{-1} \) is the inverse of the error function, \( c_d \) is the chloride concentration at which the colour changes (~0.07 mol/L) and \( c_0 \) is the chloride concentration in the catholyte solution. The expression for calculating \( D_m \) was derived by Tang [119], by inserting the simplified Nernst-Planck expression, Eq. (9), which describes the flux under an external potential, into to the mass balance equation, Eq. (11).

### 3.3 Chloride threshold values

The initial design of the test specimen in the work for the development of a test method for determining CTVs (papers IV-VI) is shown in Fig. 21. The initial test procedure is similar to that proposed by Nygaard and Geiker [120]. Concrete specimens containing two sets of four embedded steel bars (i.e. a total of eight bars for each surface condition) were cast and cured at least for a couple of weeks, and then preconditioned (dried). The preconditioning was done to achieve an accelerated chloride penetration (resulting from a combination of capillary suction and diffusion) as it would have been very time consuming if saturated specimens had been exposed to the chloride solution for ingress simply by diffusion. After the preconditioning the specimens were exposed to sodium chloride solution.

![Concrete specimen embedded with steel bars, the dimensions are given in mm.](image)

From the experiences in papers IV-VI and with consideration to the work within RILEM TC 235 CTC, both specimen design (see Fig. 22) and test procedure were further improved, as
discussed in paper VII. In short: a more controlled preconditioning and only one rebar in each specimen for easier handling.

![Diagram of concrete specimen with embedded steel bar (Paper VII). The dimensions are given in mm.]

In the field study (paper VIII) concrete slabs of 1000×700×100 mm (see Fig. 23) were cast at the SP Swedish Technical Research Institute in 1992. In most of the exposed slabs three rebars were embedded, one stainless steel and two regular carbon-steel rebars. Apart from different binders and water-binder ratios, different steel dimensions and concrete covers were also included. More details on specimen design, the field-test site and all tested mixture proportions can be found in Boubitsas et al. [121]. The mix proportions for the concretes discussed in Paper VII can be found in Appendix 2. After moisture curing for about two weeks, the slabs were transported to the field site (located in southwest Sweden) and mounted on the sides of pontoons for exposure in seawater (see Fig. 24). The chloride concentration in the seawater varies from 10 to 18 g Cl per litre, with an average value of about 14 g Cl per litre. The water temperature has an annual average of +11°C.

![Diagram of concrete slab after 20 years of exposure (Paper VIII).]
3.3.1 Corrosion monitoring with a data acquisition system

For one concrete specimen in paper V and for all concrete specimens in paper VI, the corrosion process was monitored with a data acquisition system. For one set of bars (bars 1-4, see Fig. 21) the corrosion potential (\(E_{\text{corr}}\)) was monitored, and for the other set of bars (bars 5-8, see Fig. 21) the polarising current (\(I_p\)) was monitored. In both cases a potentiostat developed by Arup et al. [122] was used; the measuring principle is illustrated in Fig. 25. The \(E_{\text{corr}}\) for bar 1 to 4 (W2) was measured against the reference electrode (R). A commercial available manganese oxide electrode (ERE 20, made by FORCE Technology in Denmark) was employed as reference electrode. For bar 5 to 8 (W1) the \(I_p\) was measured against the counter electrode (C) as the voltage drop through a 100 Ω build-in resistor in the potentiostat. A mixed metal oxide titanium mesh placed in the exposure solution was used as a counter electrode. In this work the controlled potential was set at 0 mV vs. SCE.

Figure 25. Measurement principle for \(E_{\text{corr}}\) and \(I_p\) with potentiostat and data acquisition system.
3.3.2 Corrosion monitoring manually

For all specimens in paper IV and paper VIII and for some of the specimens in paper V the corrosion process was monitored manually; galvanostatic pulse and macro-cell measurements (only paper IV) were used. 

The commercially available galvanostatic pulse technique RapiCor was used to monitor the corrosion process. The measuring principle is illustrated in Fig. 26. A wet sponge is placed on the concrete surface over the steel to be measured for improving the contact between the concrete and the electrodes unit. Then the rectangular shaped electrodes unit consisting of two counter electrodes (CE); two guard electrodes (GE) and a reference electrode (RE) are placed on the wet sponge. The instrument measures the $E_{corr}$ by the RE (silver/silver chloride) placed in the centre of the unit. A galvanostatic current is applied to the CE and another current is applied to the GE, after imposing these currents the potential response is recorded. Modelling the system as a single Randles circuit, from the recorded potential-time curve the polarisation resistance ($R_p$) is obtained. The $R_p$ is used to calculate the corrosion current density ($i_{corr}$) using the Stern-Geary equation (Eq. 18), where $B$ is assumed to be 26 mV. The instrument gives the corrosion rate in $\mu$m/year through Faraday’s law (Eq. 19) and assuming uniform corrosion. Further, the instrument gives the $E_{corr}$ versus the copper/copper sulphate reference electrode. A more detailed description about this technique can be found in reference [123].

![Figure 26 Measurement principle for the galvanostatic pulse technique [123].](image)

The macro-cell current was measured between two neighbouring bars using a zero-resistance ammeter (made by FORCE Technology in Denmark). At every measuring occasion two bars were connected and the current going through the zero-resistance ammeter was noted. The bars were connected in the following scheme; bar 1 with bar 8, bar 2 with bar 7, bar 3 with bar 6, and bar 4 with bar 5 (see Fig. 21).

3.3.3 Determination of chloride threshold values

In this work the chloride content in the determination of CTVs was measured by chloride profiling. A simple empirical model that considers the time dependence both of the surface chloride content and of the chloride diffusion coefficient was used for predicting the chloride ingress [40]. The principle of the model is to obtain the ‘apparent diffusion coefficient’ $D_a(t)$ and the ‘apparent surface chloride content’ $C_{sa}(t)$ by curve fitting using the error function (Eq.
The time-dependency of $C_{sa}$ was assumed to be linear between the two curve-fitting occasions. The chloride content, i.e. the chloride threshold value, at the time of corrosion initiation is calculated using again Eq. 24, with the parameters, $D_a(t_{corr})$ and $C_{sa}(t_{corr})$. It must be emphasized that the model must be considered as purely empirical for interpolation between the exposure periods or for extrapolation (slightly) outside the measurement range.
4 MAIN RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Cementitious efficiency of limestone

In papers I to III the influence of replacement ratio and \( w/b \) on chloride ingress was studied, also the influence of three different types of limestone filler was included in the studies. The chloride ingress was the main property investigated but also the influence on compressive strength was examined.

Before a further discussion of the main results some corrections must be made in the given mortar mix propositions in paper I and II (same batch). The correct mix proportions are given in Table 3, those given in the papers where the target mix proportions without correction for various air contents. For the mortars with limestone, when referring to \( w/b \), it includes the all limestone filler \((w/b = \text{water}/(\text{cement} + \text{filler}))\) and when referring to water/cement ratio \((w/c)\) it stands for water/cement clinker. For the PC mortars \( w/b \) and \( w/c \) are equal. In the following discussion the mortars with only Portland cement will be referred to as PC-mortars and the mortars with limestone filler as PLC-mortars. The letters L, C and M denote different types of limestone filler and 12 or 24 stand for the replacement ratios in per cent by weight of binder.

\[
\begin{array}{llllllll}
\text{Mortar} & \text{w/b} & \text{w/c} & \text{Cement} & \text{Limestone filler} & \text{Aggregate} & \text{Air} & \text{Consistency} & \text{28 days compressive strength} \\
\hline
\text{Portland cement mortars (PC)} & & & & & & & & \\
\text{PC-0.4} & 0.4 & 0.4 & 696 & 1251 & 2.9 & 169 & 82.4 \\
\text{PC-0.5} & 0.5 & 0.5 & 488 & 1465 & 4.9 & 170 & 66.7 \\
\text{PC-0.6} & 0.6 & 0.6 & 406 & 1565 & 3.8 & 176 & 48.5 \\
\text{PC-0.7} & 0.7 & 0.7 & 327 & 1580 & 7.5 & 168 & 42.2 \\
\text{PC-0.8} & 0.8 & 0.8 & 305 & 1582 & 6.5 & 172 & 33.2 \\
\text{Cement and limestone filler (PLC)} & & & & & & & & \\
\text{L12-0.5} & 0.5 & 0.57 & 428 & 58 & 1459 & 5 & 175 & 62.3 \\
\text{L24-0.5} & 0.5 & 0.66 & 370 & 117 & 1459 & 4.7 & 180 & 48.6 \\
\text{L24-0.7} & 0.7 & 0.92 & 252 & 80 & 1604 & 5.4 & 164 & 31.1 \\
\text{M24-0.5} & 0.5 & 0.66 & 365 & 115 & 1441 & 6 & 178 & 47.3 \\
\text{C24-0.5} & 0.5 & 0.66 & 369 & 117 & 1458 & 4.8 & 173 & 49.8 \\
\end{array}
\]

4.1.1 Strength

The compressive strength was tested for all mortar mixes mostly as an indicator for the overall quality and also as indicator of microstructure development. Results after 28 days \([124]\), 1 year
(paper I) and unpublished data from tests performed after 2 years of wet-curing are shown in Figure 27.

On the left hand side in Fig. 27 the development of the compressive strength with time for the PC-mortars with different \( w/b \) are shown. As expected an increase in \( w/b \) results in a decreased compressive strength. A rapid-hardening cement (CEM I 52.5 R) was used in this study, and, as Fig. 27 shows, no significant change can be observed after 28 days for most of the PC-mortars. However, one exception is the mortar with \( w/b = 0.4 \) where an increase of 11 MPa was measured after 2 years of wet-curing compared to the 28 days strength. A possible explanation is a progressing hydration for the PC-mortar with the \( w/b = 0.4 \). Due to a greater densification of the cement matrix for lower \( w/b \) it is more difficult for the water in the pores to reach unreacted cement grains, which slows the rate of hydration [125] and thus extends the time to reach maximum strength.

![Figure 27](image)

**Figure 27.** The development of the compressive strength with time for PC- and PLC-mortars with different \( w/b \).

On the right hand side in Fig. 27 the compressive strength as a function of time for the PLC-mortars are shown. The \( w/b \) is 0.50 for all PLC-mortars except for one mortar with a \( w/b = 0.7 \) (L24-07). As for the PC-mortars an increase of the \( w/b \) will also reduce the compressive strength. Further, the amount of replacement of Portland cement with limestone also influences the compressive strength, and it is evident that the replacement of Portland cement with limestone leads to a dilution effect similar to that of an increase of the water-cement ratio.

Some deviating results can be observed on the compressive strength results for the PLC-mortars L24-05 and C24-05. These mortars show a maximum after one year which is difficult to explain other than as an artefact in the casting of the samples, e.g. such as different degree of compaction.

In Fig. 28, the compressive strength results for both PC and PLC-mortars after one year of wet-curing are plotted against \( c/w \). It is evident that some enhancing effect by the limestone on compressive strength must exist, otherwise the results of the PLC-mortars would have been on the same line as the PC-mortars. As illustrated in Fig. 28 with red arrows, the compressive strength for the PLC-mortars is higher compared to the corresponding PC-mortars with the same \( w/c \). This implies that a certain amount of limestone filler has a cementitious effect regarding compressive strength, and that this cementitious effect is more pronounced for the lower replacement ratio.
Figure 28. The compressive strength (1 year wet-cured specimens) as a function of the inverse of w/c.

In Table 4, by following the concept for evaluating the coefficients of efficiency ($k$-values) described in section 2.5.1, the cementitious effect of limestone filler was determined for the different PLC-mortars after different curing times. Each value in Table 4 is the mean value of six specimens, coming from three prismatic mortar specimens broken into two halves by flexure.

The $k$-value for the limestone fillers tested in this study depends foremost on the replacement ratio; no significant differences are evident when comparing different limestone types or $w/b$. The mean $k$-value in Table 4, when the binder consisted of 12% limestone filler is 0.9 and when the binder consisted of 24% limestone filler the same $k$-value is 0.3. If limestone filler did not have any cementitious effect the $k$-values would have been zero. With the knowledge that limestone does not possess any hydraulic or pozzolanic ability this cementitious effect must be attributed to some other mechanism.

**Table 4. Calculated $k$-values for limestone filler with regard to compressive strength.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mortar mix</th>
<th>28 days</th>
<th>1 year</th>
<th>2 years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L12-0.5</td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.8 ± 0.2</td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L24-0.5</td>
<td>0.2 ± 0.0</td>
<td>0.5 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.3 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L24-0.7</td>
<td>0.2 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.2 ± 0.0</td>
<td>0.1 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M24-0.5</td>
<td>0.2 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.2 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.3 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C24-0.5</td>
<td>0.3 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.4 ± 0.0</td>
<td>0.2 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As mentioned previously besides the dilution effect when an ‘inert’ mineral addition replaces Portland cement two additional effects are present, the filler effect and the heterogeneous nucleation. These two effects can contribute to the cementitious effect of limestone filler. The filler effect appears to be a mechanism more pronounced when very fine mineral additions (finer than cement) in combination with a plasticizer are used in concrete, levelling out particle size differences and creating a more homogeneous concrete.

For mortars Lawrence et al. [78] identified, in their extensive experimental program, heterogeneous nucleation to be the mechanism contributing to strength increments for inert mineral additions such as quarts and limestone filler. Heterogeneous nucleation is foremost coupled with an enhancement of the degree of hydration, but as can be seen in Table 3 the cementitious effect remains even after two years. This implies that the introduction of a large number of nucleation sites could also result in a more homogeneous distribution of C-S-H altering the pore size distribution in a beneficial way. The total porosity can be considered to be the major factor influencing the strength of cement-based materials. Additionally, it has been suggested that pores of different sizes (and shapes) affects strength in a varying degree [20]. Lawrence et al. [78] also found, when comparing mortars with quartz and limestone filler with the same replacement ratios and for equivalent fineness, higher compressive strengths for mortars containing limestone filler.

4.1.2 Chloride transport

In papers I to III the efficiency of limestone concerning chloride ingress was also studied, both by laboratory tests and field exposure. Initially, a brief description of the involved mechanisms regarding chloride binding will be given which will be helpful in the discussion of some of the observations made in the chloride ingress studies.

As previously mentioned the mechanism of chloride binding includes both physical binding and chemical reactions [45][126]. Chemical binding is attributed foremost as the result of reaction of chlorides with hydrated and unhydrated clinker phases of C₃A and C₄AF to form calcium-chloro-aluminate (Friedel’s salt). Different reaction mechanisms have been proposed [45][126]. One is an ion-exchange between chlorides and hydroxyl or sulphate ions occurring foremost with hydrated phases of C₃A and C₄AF (AFm phases), which is a relative slow reaction. The other is a direct reaction between unhydrated C₃A or C₄AF and chloride ions, which can be considered as a faster reaction.

Physical binding, or more correctly physical adsorption, of chlorides is the results of electrostatic and/or van der Waals’ forces attracting chloride ions. This takes place at the interface between the pore solution and solids [126]. These attracting forces are expected to decrease with the distance from the solid surface. The physical adsorption of chlorides is influenced by the temperature and the presence of competitive anions [126]. An increased temperature increases the ion’s energy and hence mobility, which will give less physically bound chlorides. The presence of competitive anions, such as hydroxyl and sulphates, will depend on the binder type and on the exposure environment. Hydroxyl and sulphates will ‘compete’ with chloride ions to occupy sites on the surface of the solids to maintain electroneutrality.
Non-steady state migration

Due to chloride ingress being a slow process, a number of accelerated methods have been developed to speed up the procedure when it comes to the assessment of resistance to chloride ingress for different binders. In this work the Rapid Chloride Migration test (NT-BUILD 492) [117] was used. Results after 28 days [124], 1 year (paper I) and unpublished data from tests performed after 2 years of wet-curing (saturated lime solution) are shown in Figure 29.

Figure 29. The development of the chloride migration coefficient \(D_m\) with time for PC-mortars (left hand side) and PLC-mortars (right hand side) with different w/b.

On the left hand side in Fig. 29 the development of the chloride migration coefficient \(D_m\) with time for the PC-mortars with different w/b are shown. The relationship seen between \(D_m\) and w/b is quite expected; an increased w/b and consequently an increased capillary porosity, results in an increased \(D_m\) at all tested ages. However, the evolution of the migration coefficient with time for most of the PC-mortars is quite unexpected, and especially the evolution of the \(D_m\) measured at 28 days compared with the results after one year (except mortar PC-04). Often the resistance to chloride ingress is reported to increase (decrease of \(D_m\)) with time as the capillary porosity will diminish with the increased degree of hydration. The magnitude of this decrease depends on the w/b and the type of binder [40]. However, the results from this study give another picture. These somewhat deviating results seem to get more pronounced as the w/b increases. Additional \(D_m\) measurements where performed at 28 days, giving the same results.

The changes over time of the resistance to chloride ingress will depend both on microstructural changes such as reduced capillary porosity but also changes in the chloride binding capacity [40]. If the development of the compressive strength in Fig. 27 is seen to reflect the development of the capillary porosity, no significant changes are observed after 28 days (except for mortar PC-04). So, the development of \(D_m\) from age 1 to 2 years is quite consistent with the assumed microstructural changes, except for mortar PC-08. Similar development with time of the \(D_m\) has been reported in [40]. However, the observation of a lower migration coefficient at 28 day compared with later ages is not consistent with the assumed microstructural changes; the only identifiable material parameter increasing the \(D_m\) is a time dependent chloride binding capacity. Sumranwanich and Tangtermsirikul [127] presented some evidence of higher chloride binding capacity for pastes with shorter curing time. They attributed that to a higher unhydrated fraction of C_3A and C_4AF. Direct comparisons with the results in Fig. 29 (left hand side) are not straightforward as the studied curing times were shorter in [127]. However, an assumption is
that the applied voltage in the migration tests will force the chloride ions to move fast through the pores. This would cause a limited chemical binding through the ion-exchange reaction because as previously mentioned this is expected to be a slow reaction. The possible chemical binding reactions will under such circumstances be a direct reaction with unhydrated aluminate phases, which will be more accessible at an earlier age. This can be manifested as a lower $D_m$ at an early age, especially for mortars whose microstructure does not change markedly with time. In the case of PC-04 this was not apparent because an increased densification of the microstructure (Fig. 27) probably compensated for a decreased chemical binding with time.

Some support for the above assumption can also be found in the results from the PLC-mortars in Fig. 29 right hand side. As limestone is suggested to react with Ca-Al to form calcium carboa-luminates, this will consume part of the amount of the unhydrated C$_3$A available for the chemical binding. Also the replacement of Portland cement itself will reduce the available calciumuminates. In Fig. 29 (right hand side) this appears as a constant $D_m$ with time, corresponding fairly well with the development of the compressive strength, which indicates the structural evolution, in Fig. 27 (right hand side).

Microstructural changes due to leaching explaining the unexpected development with time of the $D_m$ is not likely, as the mortars were stored in lime saturated solution, which should prevent dissolution and leaching of calcium hydroxide.

A difference in the time-dependency of $D_m$ between PC-mortars and PLC-mortars was evident when comparing the results of their interrelation after 28 days [124] with those after one year (paper I). Due to this difference, negative $k$-values were reported for the shorter curing time for the higher limestone replacement ratio while the corresponding $k$-values after one year of curing were about zero, see Table 5.

**Non-steady state diffusion (field exposure)**

The non-steady state chloride diffusion coefficient or apparent diffusion coefficient ($D_a$) for the PC-mortars and for the PLC-mortars was also determined. This was done by measuring chloride and calcium profiles after one and three years of submersion in the sea (papers I and II). The chloride ingress was evaluated and described by curve-fitting the measured chloride profiles with the analytical solution to Fick’s second law (complementary error function), with the assumptions as described in section 3.2.2.

Figure 30 shows measured chloride and calcium profiles after three years of exposure in the sea for mortar PC-06. The calcium profiles were measured simultaneously because chlorides are only diffusing through (and bound to) the cement paste, which means that the chloride content should be proportional to the amount of cement. As no calcium containing aggregates were used the cement amount for each powder sample could be determined from the calcium content. Figure 30(c) shows the chloride profiles expressed as total chloride as weight per cent of cement, based on the results in Figs. 30(a) and 30(b).
In this work the surfaces were exposed to seawater. They were cut prior to submersion (20 mm slices were removed). This made it possible to observe the actually changes also in the calcium content (Fig. 30(b)), which otherwise often is overshadowed by the “concrete skin layer” (which often is richer in calcium than the bulk). As can be seen in Fig. 30(b) a much lower calcium content was measured close to the exposed surfaces, meaning that calcium has leached during the exposure in the sea water. In Fig. 30(b) the theoretical amount of calcium is marked with a dashed blue line. The theoretical amount of calcium is in this case 11.7\% by weight of sample according to the proportions in Table 3 (PC-06) and the calcium oxide content of the cement (64.1\% by weight). The actual measured mean value of calcium for the non-leached zones for the PC-06 mortar is 11.5\%. The mean value of the standard deviations between the theoretical and measured calcium content for the PC-mortars is ±0.3\% and for the PLC-mortars is ±0.4\%. How the binder content is calculated for both PC and PLC-mortars is further described in paper I. For comparison Fig. 30(d) shows the chloride profiles expressed as weight per cent of the theoretical amount of cement, calculated assuming that the calcium content is 11.7\% per cent by weight throughout the whole specimen.

No pronounced difference, if the leached zone (marked with red dashed line) is excluded, can be observed when comparing the chloride profiles in Fig. 30(a) and (d). This is because, besides that a cut exposed surface was used, the mortar specimens had a maximum aggregate size of 2 mm. However, in a concrete specimen with a cast surface (richer in calcium than the bulk) and with larger aggregate size, the measured chloride profile can be misleading if it is expressed as

\[ \text{Figure 30. Examples of measured chloride and calcium profiles after 3 years of exposure in the sea.} \]
weight per cent of sample or as a theoretical amount of binder. Figure 31 shows the chloride and calcium profiles from a concrete specimen submerged for 20 years in the same marine field site as the mortars [121]. This concrete was one of the specimens that were used to estimate the CTV in paper VIII. The concrete in Fig. 31 has a w/c = 0.35 and a sulphate resistant Portland cement as binder. As for the mortar specimens in Fig. 30, when the chlorides are expressed as weight per cent of sample (Fig. 31(a)) or weight per cent of theoretical amount of binder (Fig. 31(d)), the appearance characteristics of the profiles do not deviate in another way than in the scale of the chloride content. However, when the chloride profile is expressed as weight per cent of binder (Fig. 31(c)), based on the actual measured calcium content (Fig. 31(b)), the appearance characteristics of the chloride profile differ markedly. The main reason for this difference is as previously mentioned that the chloride content is proportional to the amount of cement (which in turn is proportional to the calcium content (Fig. 31(b)).

Figure 31. Results from a concrete specimen submerged in sea water for 20 years [121].

The scatter in the calcium profile for the concrete sample (Fig. 31(b)) is mainly evident at the near-surface region (0 to 20 mm). Because the exposed concrete surface in this case is the bottom side of the mould (with respect to casting direction), the main reason for the scatter in calcium content is likely the “wall effect”. This means that the difference in size between the aggregate particles will result in smaller aggregate particles in the vicinity of the mould surface and larger aggregate grains further in. The average aggregate content will be larger with depth up to a depth corresponding to half the size of the maximum aggregate size. A larger aggregate content will give a smaller binder content with depth. In Fig. 31(b) it seems as if the concrete is more homogeneous further in (> 20 mm) from the surface.
Even though no pronounced differences in the chloride profiles can be observed in Fig. 30 a slightly smaller scatter in the results can be observed in Fig. 30(c) between the individual profiles in the unleached zone. The condition is the opposite in the leached zone. However, as the leached zone was omitted in the curve fitting procedure the results are not affected by the higher scatter in this zone.

The curve-fitting procedure is to some extent quite a subjective matter. One of the reasons for this is, if it is correct to ignore the leached zone. Further, how the chloride profile is expressed can also lead to misconceptions concerning the curve fitting procedure.

The results from a slightly modified curve-fitting procedure from that in papers I and II are discussed in this section. The final results, however, did not differ significantly from those presented in papers I and II. The modification was done because of the two reasons presented below.

Firstly, because the chloride from the seawater could penetrate the specimens from both sides after three years of exposure, for some mortar qualities chloride ions had penetrated through the centre of specimens. When the results in paper II were evaluated the author was unaware that the chloride profile from one side is adequate for curve-fitting if the solution to Fick’s second law for double sided penetration (Eq. 25) is used. As three chloride profiles were measured for most mortar qualities (two profiles for mortars M24-0.5, C24-05 and L24-L), two from the same specimen (opposite sides) and one from a separate specimen, the scatter could be quantified. An overview of the scatter (standard deviations) in the curve-fitting results from field-exposed specimens is also included in Figs. 32 and 33; something that is quite rare in the literature.

Secondly, the point from where the curve fitting is started can have a huge influence on the regression parameters $D_a$ (apparent diffusion coefficient) and $C_{as}$ (apparent chloride surface content). For most of the measured chloride profiles in this work, the shape of the profiles deviated from the shape of the complementary error function (Eq. 24) at the same depth as the corresponding measured calcium content decreased from the bulk quantity (Fig. 30). The majority (but not all) of the regression analyses in paper I and II were therefore made with this certain depth as starting point. However, all the regression parameters ($D_a$ and $C_{as}$), presented in this section are based on a curve-fitting procedure where the curve-fitting of the chloride profiles is started at the depth ($x_L$) where the calcium content is equal to the bulk content. By this approach the regression analyses gets less subjective and is coupled to a phenomenon actual happening in the material that most likely affects the deviation from the shape of the error function solution (Eq. 24). Leaching of calcium increases the porosity [128], which consequently can alter the chloride ingress. However, it cannot be claimed that leaching of calcium is the only reason for the deviation in the near-surface region. Other species also leach out of and diffuse into the sample affecting the chloride transport, as e.g. sulphate ions and hydroxide ions [129][130]. The exact mechanism behind the non-conformity between the measured chloride profiles and the modelled ones in the near-surface region cannot be explained with current knowledge [40].

The apparent diffusion coefficient ($D_a$) for the different PC-mortars is shown in the left hand side in Fig. 32 and for the PLC-mortars in right hand side. Further, Fig. 32 shows also the depth, $x_L$ (the position of the red dashed line in Fig. 30), where the calcium content becomes equal to the bulk content for the PC and PLC mortars. This depth can be seen as a measure of the leached zone.
For the PC-mortars (upper left hand side in Fig. 32), an expected relationship of increasing $D_a$ with increased $w/c$ can be observed. However, the trend of the development of $D_a$ with time is not unitary. For three out of five mortar qualities no change or a small reduction of $D_a$ can be noticed between one and three years of exposure. The results for mortars PC-0.5 and PC-0.7 deviated from this observation. In the case of PC-0.5 one possible explanation can be the exposure arrangement (see Fig. 18), the submerging was done in open plastic boxes (baskets) immersed down to the seabed. At the end of the exposure times it was noted that some specimens were covered with mud. As the specimens were systematically arranged in the boxes the result for some mortar qualities as for PC-05 and L24-05 can have been affected by this condition. Further, when retrieving the specimen various degrees of marine fouling organisms were attached to the exposed surfaces. For PC-07 the deviating result can also be due to the large scatter in $D_a$ that can be observed with increased $w/c$.

Also for the PLC-mortars (Fig. 32 upper right hand side) the expected relationship of an increasing $D_a$ with increased $w/c$ was observed. However, contrary to the PC-mortars, a quite clear tendency for $D_a$ to increase with exposure time can be seen. The tendency of an increased $D_a$ with time is more pronounced for the PLC-mortars with the higher $w/c$. The $D_a$ is often assumed to decrease with exposure time \cite{40}, this is attributed to a reduction and refinement of the porosity with time. The improved characteristics of porosity with time are due to an increased degree of hydration. This would have been evident for lower $w/c$ (≤0.45), that is common in marine structures and/or for binders incorporating pozzolanic material, which usually has a slower reaction rate and prolonged reaction time. As none of this is the case for the PLC-mortars, no significant changes of $D_a$ would have been expected between one and three years of exposure, similar as for the PC-mortars.

One observation made, that can be related to the different development of $D_a$ with time between PC- and PLC-mortars, is the progression of $x_L$ (i.e. the depth to sound concrete) with time (lower left and right hand side in Fig. 32). It can be seen that despite a large scatter in some cases (PC-mortars with $w/c \geq 0.7$), there is generally a higher increase of $x_L$ between one and three years of exposure for the PLC-mortars, compared to the PC-mortars. This means that the zone with increased porosity and consequently higher permeability due to leaching increases faster for the PLC-mortars. This is more pronounced for the higher $w/c$, which to some extent coincides with the results of $D_a$ for the PLC-mortars (Fig. 32, upper right hand side).
Figure 32. Apparent chloride diffusion coefficient ($D_a$) and the depth ($x_L$) where the calcium content is equal to the bulk content as a function of w/c for PC-mortars (left) and PLC-mortars (right), after one and three years of exposure.

As previously mentioned, mass transport of other species in and out of the submerged mortar specimens can affect porosity and the chloride ingress. In particular, sulphate attack on cementitious materials containing limestone filler has been discussed in the literature [98]. There are two possible factors for the sulphate ingress to have a more detrimental effect on the $D_a$ for the PLC-mortars than for the PC-mortar. One is that cementitious materials containing limestone filler can under certain circumstances be more susceptible to sulphate attacks, in particular thaumasite sulphate attack [98]. This attack causes a gradual softening of the surface as well as a gradual inwards progression. In this work no specific investigation was carried for the identification of external sulphate attack. However, during the chloride profiling procedure no softening of the mortars or other visible sulphate attacks, such as cracks, were detected. The other factor is that an already lower chemical binding capacity of PLC-mortars can be further reduced, by the fact that sulphates can be stronger bound than chlorides by C$_3$A [45].

The second regression parameter, the apparent surface chloride concentration ($C_{as}$), obtained by the curve-fitting procedure is shown in Fig. 33 (left hand side for the PC-mortars and right hand side for the PLC-mortars). The $C_{as}$ has been suggested to give an indication of the chloride binding capacity, but its value will also depend on the concentration of the exposure solution and on the porosity [131]. It must be kept in mind that $C_{as}$ is an apparent value, often not the real chloride value at the exposed surface, but a value describing the boundary conditions at the exposed surface obtained from the regression analysis. However, often a higher $C_{as}$ is a result of a steeper and shorter chloride profile shape (see, Fig. 8), which is attributed to a higher chloride binding capacity.
Figure 33. Apparent chloride surface content ($C_{as}$) as a function of w/c for PC-mortars (left) and PLC-mortars (right) at two different ages, expressed as weight of binder.

Figure 33 (left hand side) shows that for the PC-mortars the $C_{as}$ appears to converge after three years of field exposure; one exception is mortar PC-05. For the rest of the mortars the mean value of $C_{as}$ after three years is about 3.4% by weight of binder (dashed blue line). The deviating results for the PC-05 mortar may possibly be caused as previously mentioned by the exposure conditions. At the right hand side in Fig. 33, the $C_{as}$ for the PLC-mortars shows to vary more irregularly compared to the PC-mortars. The mean value for all PLC-mortars is about 2.1% by weight of binder (dashed blue line) after three years.

The overall tendency for most of mortars is a slight increase of $C_{as}$ with exposure time and that the values for PC-mortars are higher than for the PLC-mortars. This indicates that the PC-mortars have higher binding capacity than the PLC-mortars. If the $C_{as}$ for the PLC-mortars is first recalculated to be expressed by weight of Portland cement then the mean value is $3.3 \pm 0.3\%$ by weight of Portland cement. This is almost the same value as for the PC-mortars. This implies that the limestone filler does not provide any chloride binding capacity.

Table 5 summarises the cementitious efficiency of limestone filler with respect to chloride ingress expressed as the coefficient of efficiency, the $k$-value. In the accelerated migration test, despite deviating $k$-values especially between the tests performed after 28 days (negative $k$-values) and one year, the actual measured migration coefficients for the PLC-mortars did not deviate markedly between the different test occasions (Fig. 29, right hand side). The apparent discrepancy of the $k$-values measured at 28 days is a result of a somewhat unexpected development of the migration coefficient for the PC-mortars with time (Fig. 29 left hand side).
Table 5. Calculated k-values for limestone filler with regard to chloride ingress.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Migration</th>
<th>Diffusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>28 days [123]</td>
<td>1 year (paper I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L12-0.5</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L24-0.5</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L24-0.7</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M24-0.5</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C24-05</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 5 it is difficult to draw any rigid conclusion about the cementitious efficiency of limestone filler with respect to chloride ingress. It can be observed that apart from the PLC-mortar with 12% replacement ratio, when comparing the ‘one year k-values’ from the migration test with the corresponding values from the natural diffusion test, it is quite clear that limestone filler seems to be less efficient when tested with the accelerated migration method. Possible reasons for this discrepancy are given in paper I, where it is shown that the ratio between the migration coefficient and the diffusion coefficient ($D_m/D_a$) for the PC-mortars is lower than for the PLC-mortars. This means that the measured cementitious efficiency depends on the test method. Further, an inconsistency between the k-values for chloride diffusion ($D_a$) measured after one and three years of field exposure can be observed in Table 5. The reason behind this decrease of the cementitious efficiency of the PLC-mortars is as previously mentioned the increasing tendency with time of $D_a$ for the PLC-mortars as shown in the left hand side in Fig. 32.

Non-steady state and steady state diffusion (diffusion cell)

As can be concluded from the results in Table 5 the method of measuring the resistance to chloride ingress can have a major influence on the assessment of the effect of different binders. The two main parameters influencing the chloride ingress in cement-based materials, the porosity/pore structure and the chloride binding capacity were further investigated in paper III. An attempt to separate those two parameters was made in the effort to try to clarify how limestone filler influences chloride ingress. For this purpose the conventional diffusion cell test was used together with porosity and chloride binding measurements. The diffusion cell test was chosen because both the steady state diffusion coefficient ($D_{ss}$) and the non-steady-state diffusion coefficient ($D_{nss}$) can be measured in the same set-up. It is expected that $D_{ss}$ does not take into account chloride binding because the binding capacity is exhausted when the steady state is reached. This means that $D_{ss}$ is more a result of a material’s microstructure, while for $D_{nss}$ chloride binding is taking place, slowing down the chloride ion ingress. Theoretically $D_{nss}$ is equal to $D_a$ in the previous section, under the same exposure conditions. The results from the cell diffusion test are shown in Fig. 34(a) and (b), note that in Fig. 34(a) the $D_a/V_{paste}$ is plotted as a function of the w/c, where $V_{paste}$ is the volume fraction of the cement paste. This was done to account for the different paste volumes of the mortars, the part of the mortars where the diffusion takes place. In principle mortars with the same mix proportions were used as in Table 3, with the same Portland cement and type L limestone filler.
In Fig. 34(a) for the PC mortars $D_{s/v}$ paste is assumed to have a linear relationship with $w/c$ in the studied interval; this assumption is supported in literature cited in paper III. It is clear from the results in Fig. 34(a) that the dilution effect of replacing Portland cement with limestone filler is not equivalent to a corresponding increment of the $w/c$. In Fig. 34(b) the effect of limestone filler replacement is somewhat different for the $D_{nss}$ compared to $D_{ss}$. The $D_{ss}$ for the PLC-mortars lies closer to the results of the corresponding PC mortars with the same $w/c$. This means that limestone filler shows a weaker cementitious effect on the $D_{nss}$ compared to the $D_{ss}$.

![Figure 34](image)

**Figure 34.** (a) $D_{s/v}$ paste as a function of $w/c$. (b) $D_{nss}$ as a function of $w/c$.

This somewhat different effect on chloride ingress by limestone filler when comparing $D_{ss}$ with $D_{nss}$ can be attributed to the different nature of the two measured chloride ion diffusion coefficients. As previous mentioned, $D_{ss}$ reflects more a material’s microstructure, while the $D_{nss}$ also incorporates the chloride binding.

From the porosity measurements in paper III, it is clear that the replacement of Portland cement by limestone filler increases the porosity. So, the positive effect on $D_{ss}$ by limestone must be due to some other microstructural improvement concerning chloride ingress. It has been suggested that despite a porosity increase due to limestone filler replacement, which is quite expected as limestone does not possess any hydraulic or pozzolanic ability, limestone contributes to an increase in the tortuosity of the pore structure, which can result in a lower permeability [93][95].

As have been discussed earlier, limestone filler can have a negative effect on the chloride binding, which can explain the differences in impact on the two chloride diffusion coefficients. Figure 35 shows the measured chloride binding isotherms. The results for $C_b$ are recalculated and expressed as per gram Portland cement. In Fig. 35 two power functions (Freundlich isotherms, $C_b = \alpha c^b$) are also included, one representing the mean value of PC-05, PC-07 and L12-05, and the other representing the mean value of L19-04 and L24-05 (paper III).

The chloride binding data in Fig. 35 shows that a higher amount of limestone decreases the binding capacity; this gives some support to the results in Fig. 34. The positive effect of limestone on the microstructure and hence on $D_{ss}$ is to some extent overshadowed by a lower binding capacity. The $D_{nss}$ for the L24-07 would have been expected to be closer to the straight
line in Fig. 34(b); the results show, however, higher scatter for higher w/c which partly can explain this deviation.

![Figure 35. Chloride binding isotherms for the tested mortars (paper III).](image)

### Relationship between different chloride ingress coefficients

A discussion about some of the nonconformities between the results from different test methods for chloride ingress is given in this section.

Figure 36(a) shows the relationship of $D_m$ obtained from the migration test on specimens that were wet-cured for a year (paper I) and the $D_a$ from specimens that were wet-cured for 30 days and then submerged in the sea for three years (paper II). The results in Fig. 36(a) show that the $D_m$ is higher for all tested mortars than the corresponding $D_a$. A potential regression curve for the PC-mortars with good correlation is also plotted in Fig. 36(a). It seems that the values for the PLC-mortars also fit this regression curve fairly well. Fig. 36(a) also shows that the interrelationship between $D_m$ and $D_a$ depends on the chloride ingress resistance, thus, the porosity. This is further clarified in Fig. 36(b) where $D_m/D_a$ for the same set of data is plotted as a function of the water-cement ratio. In Fig. 36(b) it is obvious that $D_m/D_a$ approaches 1 as the water-cement ratio increases. This means that as porosity increases, the $D_a$ approaches the value of $D_m$.

An explanation to the result discussed above may be found in the nature of the test methods. For well-matured mortars, as in this case, the main part of chloride binding is attributed to physical binding. It is reasonable to believe that in the migration test where an applied voltage forces the ions to move forward, less chloride ions will be immobilised by electrostatic and/or van der Waals’ forces associated with physical binding than in the case of natural diffusion. Consequently, $D_m$ will be higher than $D_a$. The attraction of the physical binding forces is expected to decrease with the distance from the solid surface [126]. As w/c increases, so will also the pore sizes, which would lead to less interaction between chlorides and the pore walls. As the influence of physical binding on the chloride ion ingress is reduced with increased w/c, so will the difference between $D_m$ and $D_a$. 
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Figure 36. (a) Relationship between $D_m$ (NT-Build 492 test after one year of wet-curing) and $D_a$ (wet cured 30 days and then submersion in the sea for three years). (b) The ratio of $D_m$ and $D_a$ plotted as a function water-cement ratio.

One other interesting observation is the relationship between the $D_{nss}$ from the cell test (paper III) and $D_a$ from the submerged specimens in the sea for three years (paper II). In this case both $D_{nss}$ and $D_a$ are non-steady state diffusion coefficients, so theoretically they are supposed to be equal under the same exposure conditions. However, except for the temperature variation at the field site, in the cell test, a sodium chloride solution with 18 g/L chlorides was used, while $D_a$ was measured for specimens exposed to seawater (interaction with other ions), where the average chloride content was 14 g/L. Though, a linear relationship can be observed in Fig. 37, the results from the laboratory tests are higher than the ones from the field exposure. However, it is well known that diffusivity increases with temperature [113][132] and the explanation for the difference between field and laboratory tests can be the effect of temperature. The annual average in the sea water (+11°C) at the field exposure site (southwest coast of Sweden) is much lower than the temperature of the exposure solution (+20°C) in the laboratory. Page et al. [113] measured in diffusion cell test the $D_{nss}$ in temperatures ranging from 7 to 47°C for cement paste specimens, from their results the calculated mean ratio between $D_{nss}$ at the temperatures +20 and +11°C is $1.6 \pm 0.1$. The mean value of $D_{nss(+20°C)/D_{a(+11°C)}}$ for the mortars in Fig. 37 is $1.4 \pm 0.2$. 
4.2 Chloride threshold values

This chapter discusses the main results in the part of the project dealing with the development of a practice-related approach for determining chloride threshold values, based mainly on papers IV-VII. Further, the results from a field study reported in paper VIII are discussed. The approach to try to measure the chloride threshold values includes specimen shape, preconditioning, corrosion monitoring, and concepts to determine the chloride ion content at various times. The starting point for this approach is based on the work done by Nygaard and Geiker [120], with regard to specimen shape and the approach of introducing chloride ions. In short, the shape of the specimens was chosen to prevent crevice corrosion and the precondition procedure to accelerate chloride penetration through capillary suction and diffusion.

4.2.1 Corrosion monitoring methods for assessment of corrosion initiation time

To measure the chloride threshold value (CTV) the time of onset of corrosion ($t_{corr}$) and the chloride content at the steel depth at this time must be identified. The starting point was to decide the most suitable corrosion monitoring method. Initially (paper IV) three electrochemical parameters were measured manually; corrosion rate, corrosion potential and macro-cell corrosion. Later (paper V and paper VI), corrosion potential and polarising current under a potentiostatically controlled condition were monitored with a data logger. The initiation of corrosion (the transition from passive to active corrosion) is accompanied by a sudden change in the electrochemical parameters, in particular, a decrease of the corrosion potential an increase of the corrosion rate of steel and an increase of the macro-cell current. The relationship between corrosion initiation and the sudden change in the electrochemical parameters is not clear-cut, which in turn can affect accuracy of the CTV. The choice of what “sudden change” identifies corrosion initiation is often based on experience, and introduces an element of subjectivity in the determination of CTVs [133].
When steel is in the passive state the corrosion rate is usually lower than 0.05-0.1 A/cm² (~0.5-1.0 m/year), while the active corrosion state is characterized by an average sustained corrosion rate > 0.1 A/cm² (i.e. about > 1 m/year) [61]. The values of the corrosion rate measurements (I_corr) in this study must primarily be seen as an indication of corrosion initiation and further as a relative value of the rate of degradation of the steel bars, and not as the actually loss of steel bars cross section. This is because as mentioned in section 3.3.2 the recalculation from corrosion current density (A/cm²) to I_corr (m/year) assumes uniform corrosion. Chloride initiated corrosion will cause localized corrosion (pitting), in the case of reinforced concrete structures and a ratio varying from 3 to 10 between uniform corrosion and maximum pit depth has been found [134]. Other sources of error can be the confinement of the polarised steel surface and the assumption of B = 26 mV in Eq. (30). Despite these shortcomings, the interpretation of the data was quite clear as mostly changes over time were observed, rather than the absolute values (paper IV and paper V).

Figure 38(a) shows some typical results from the corrosion rate measurements (paper IV). As can be seen in some cases and also reported elsewhere (e.g. reference [135]) corrosion rate measurements show fluctuations from one measuring occasion to another. This can make it difficult to clearly detect the corrosion initiation time and hence determine the chloride threshold value.

![Image of Figure 38](image-url)

*Figure 38(a) Corrosion rates (I_corr) vs. time. (b) Corrosion depth (X_corr, integral of corrosion rate with time) vs. time. (c) Relative corrosion depth vs. time. (d) Corrosion potential (E_corr) vs. time.*
To try to improve the interpretation of the corrosion rate data it was suggested in paper IV to integrate the corrosion rate with time to gain an artificial “corrosion depth” (see Fig. 38(b)). This is done when comparisons are made with gravimetric loss test [61]. Further, this “corrosion depth” should be reduced by the “corrosion depth” from a passive steel bar, in this case the bar with a concrete cover of 25 mm (see Fig. 38(c)). In Fig. 38(d) the corresponding corrosion potential (E_corr) measurements are shown, which confirms quite well with the I_corr measurements in Fig. 38(a).

With regard to potential monitoring no exact potential change (drop) is generally established to characterize corrosion initiation. However, it has been reported from potential mapping in field structures that a change of 150-200 mV shows a change in the corrosion condition of bars, moving from passive to more active areas where the values are more negative [61]. This can be interpreted as that a sharp decrease of the corrosion potential (E_corr) with about 200 mV can be an indicator of depassivation. Previously it was often referred to the fixed value of ≤-350 mV vs CSE (copper-copper sulphate electrode, approx. -280 mV vs SCE) recommended in ASTM C876-91 as value that indicates high corrosion risk. This fixed boundary limit of potential to distinguish between active and passive state has been proven to be misleading, because the absolute value of the corrosion potential can be affected by various parameters [136]. As mentioned above, Fig. 38(d) shows the development of E_corr that corresponds quite well to the I_corr measurements, a sudden increase of I_corr is accompanied with a sudden drop of E_corr. One important issue that Fig. 38 clearly shows is the difficulty that sometimes occurs in defining t_corr. For the bar with a cover depth of 15 mm the t_corr is quite clear, while for the bar with 20 mm cover depth the passivation/repassivation processes makes the determination of the t_corr more difficult. If the definition showed in Fig. 38(c) is adopted (as was the case in paper IV) then the t_corr is quite clear after about 30 days. However, this implies that the CTV is defined as the chloride content at the very first sign of depassivation. This will always yield a lower CTV compared with other common definitions, such as the chloride content associated with stable pit growth (no repassivation) or visible corrosion.

Figure 39 shows measured E_corr on the left hand side and polarising current under a potentiostatically controlled condition (I_pc) on the right hand side (papers V and VI). Once again the difficulty of determining the time to corrosion initiation is highlighted. The I_pc measurements gives a clear t_corr, but natural phenomena like repassivation as noted in the E_corr measurement would not be apparent. Once corrosion has been initiated the current will continue to increase until the bar in the specimen is disconnected. In the literature [62][63] it is generally reported lower CTVs when monitoring I_pc rather than E_corr, but this was not the case in this study. It must be pointed out that in this study the CTVs when monitoring E_corr were determined at the first sign of depassivation and repassivation was not considered. This can be one of the reasons that the CTVs are equivalent for both monitoring methods. The other reason can be the applied potential (in this study set at 0 mV vs. SCE), which has been found to influence the CTVs [137].

The E_corr measurements in Fig. 39 reveal that for bars 1 and 2 the determination of t_corr is quite clear. However, for bar 3 it is more questionable when t_corr occurs, as repassivation occurs after an initial drop about 200 mV and continuously (> 10 days) very negative E_corr. After he E_corr goes back to the initial passive potential, it drops and rise again, this means that no stable pit growth has been established two months after the first sign of depassivation. However, Fig. 40 shows bar 3 and the steel concrete interface after removing the bar, where clear signs of corrosion initiation can be observed. So, the question is how long the corrosion shall proceed before t_corr can be established.
Figure 39. Corrosion potential ($E_{corr}$) and polarising current under a potentiostatic controlled condition ($I_{pc}$) vs. time (Paper V).

In paper IV the macro-cell current was also monitored for assessment of corrosion initiation time. Figure 41(a) shows the results for the reference concrete (Ref) and Fig. 41(b) shows the results for the low alkali concrete (LA). Both concretes were exposed to 3% by weight sodium chloride solution. In Fig 41 the left vertical axis show the macro-cell current flowing between bars with 15 mm and 20 mm cover (see, Fig. 21) when connected. The right vertical axis in Fig. 41 shows the corrosion rate ($I_{corr}$) measured with the galvanostatic pulse method for the bars with 15 mm cover.

Figure 40 shows the macro-cell current flowing between bars with 15 mm and 20 mm cover (see, Fig. 21) when connected and the corrosion rate ($I_{corr}$) measured with the galvanostatic pulse method for the bars with 15 mm cover.

The macro-cell measurements for the bars in the LA concrete after 45 day of exposure are not plotted because the bar with 20 mm cover depth also started to corrode at that time. Two main features can be observed when comparing Fig. 41(a) and (b). The first is the more than five times higher macro-cell current was measured for the bars in the Ref. concrete, and the second is the steeper gradient of $I_{corr}$ with time for the bars in the Ref. concrete. This difference can be attributed to the large difference in resistivity, which for the LA concrete was one order of magnitude larger. The exact influence of concrete resistivity on the corrosion process is not well known but a clear tendency exists where an increasing concrete resistivity leads to decreasing corrosion rate [138]. Because macro-cell current can be very small and easy to
overlook for high resistivity concretes, care must be taken using this current as an indicator for corrosion initiation.

Figure 41. The corrosion rate ($I_{\text{corr}}$) measured with the galvanostatic puls method for the bars with 15 mm cover and the macro-cell current flowing between bars with 15 and 20 mm cover when connected. (a) bars in Ref and (b) bars in LA.

From destructive visual examinations it can be concluded that all corrosion monitoring methods gave reliable results in identifying corrosion initiation, though the destructive visual examinations were mostly performed some time after the indication of corrosion initiation. For the bars that did not show any signs of corrosion initiation in the electrochemical measurements no corrosion evidence was observed in the visual examinations.

4.2.2 Determination of chloride threshold values

As mentioned in section 3.3.4, the chloride content in the determination of CTVs was measured by chloride profiling at different occasions and using a simple model of chloride diffusion. This was done because this entails certain practical advantages compared with the determination of the chloride content at a thin layer at the depth of the steel bars. Because realistic concrete mixes (low w/b) are desirable for testing, the concrete cover depth has to be compromised. This causes a more difficult precision in sawing to the proper depth and complicates the sampling of concrete at the depth of the steel bar, as experienced in paper IV.

Further, it is well known that studies of corrosion initiation time always give a wide scatter, even for constant test parameters. For example, if ten bars are tested in the same series it is possible to get ten different $I_{\text{corr}}$ occasions with a span of several months. To skip laborious sampling at ten different occasions, three different chloride profiles can be determined. Chloride profiles can be determined when the first and the last bars show corrosion initiation and one at a time in between. Another situation when it is advantageous to use chloride profiles are if multi-bars in a concrete specimen are used as in paper IV, paper V and paper VI, as frequent destructive sampling of individual corroding bars may interrupt the test of the remaining passive bars. Also, in the case where the determination of $I_{\text{corr}}$ can be difficult as shown in Fig. 39 (Bar 3, left hand side) it is good to have the possibility to model the chloride content at different times.

Before a brief summary of CTVs determined in this work a correction must be made. In Fig. 5 in paper IV the plotted chloride profiles for Ref. 1 after 121 days of exposure are erroneous. In
Fig. 42 the correct profiles are plotted. The correct CTV for this concrete is given in Table 5 together with the rest of the determined CTVs. A correction must also be made in Table 1 in paper IV showing the concrete mix propositions, the limestone filler amount should be 369 kg/m³ for the LA concrete.

![Figure 42. Chloride profiles for the different concrete qualities exposed to 3% NaCl solution, measured at two different occasions.](image)

Because during the course of this work it was discovered that the steel bar surface condition played a very important role for the susceptibility to corrosion initiation, different surface conditions were investigated, those were:

I. Smooth bars “as-received” with the mill-scale visually intact.
II. Smooth bars delivered protected direct from the plant (paper V).
III. Smooth bars “as-received” with thin continuous rust layer (paper V).
IV. Smooth bars as in (II) and acid-pickled (paper V).
V. Ribbed bars “as-received” with the mill-scale visually intact (paper VIII).
VI. Ribbed bars acid-pickled and pre-rusted (paper VII).
VII. Ribbed bars “as-received” with the mill-scale and surface corrosion (paper VII).

The term “as-received” aims to the mode of delivery (for example, as received from the local steel supplier) and not to any specific surface condition. The surface condition of the “as received” steel bars could vary a lot as will be discussed in the text and can be seen in Fig. 42.

Table 6 summarises all the determined chloride threshold values and the investigated parameters. In the next section the influence of each of the investigated parameters will be discussed in detail. Because the corrosion conditions were not continually monitored during exposure in the field study (paper VIII), it is unknown when corrosion was actually initiated. Therefore, it is not possible to estimate the exact CTVs defined as in the laboratory tests. However, the CTVs were roughly estimated from analysis of chloride profiles and corrosion conditions after 10 years [139] 13 years [140] and 20 years [121]. The methodology is explained in more detail in paper VIII.
### Table 6. Chloride threshold values and investigated parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>Binder (w/b)</th>
<th>Steel surface</th>
<th>Cover [mm]</th>
<th>Pre-drying (weeks)</th>
<th>Conc. NaCl mass-%</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>t&lt;sub&gt;corr&lt;/sub&gt; [days]</th>
<th>CTV [mass-% cem]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>CEM I (0.46)</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>10-15</td>
<td>T = 20 °C RH = 50% (2)</td>
<td>3 %</td>
<td>X&lt;sub&gt;corr&lt;/sub&gt;/E&lt;sub&gt;corr&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.7 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60%CEM I +40%SF (0.81)</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>T = 20 °C RH = 50% (2)</td>
<td>3 %</td>
<td>X&lt;sub&gt;corr&lt;/sub&gt;/E&lt;sub&gt;corr&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.4 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>CEM I (0.5)</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>T = 20 °C RH = 50% (2)</td>
<td>6 %</td>
<td>E&lt;sub&gt;corr&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>1.3 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>III</td>
<td>10-15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>I&lt;sub&gt;pc&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.2 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L&lt;sub&gt;corr&lt;/sub&gt;/E&lt;sub&gt;corr&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>1.7 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>CEM I (0.5)</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>T = 20 °C RH = 50% (2)</td>
<td>12 %</td>
<td>E&lt;sub&gt;corr&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>1.2 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>II</td>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>T = 20 °C RH = 50% (2)</td>
<td>6 %</td>
<td>E&lt;sub&gt;corr&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>1.3 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>III</td>
<td>10-15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>I&lt;sub&gt;pc&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>1.3 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>10-20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L&lt;sub&gt;corr&lt;/sub&gt;/E&lt;sub&gt;corr&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1.9 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII</td>
<td>CEM I (0.45)</td>
<td>VII</td>
<td>9-14</td>
<td>T = 20 °C RH = 25% (5)</td>
<td>6.6 %</td>
<td>E&lt;sub&gt;corr&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIII</td>
<td>Several</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>10-35</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>L&lt;sub&gt;corr&lt;/sub&gt;/E&lt;sub&gt;corr&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>~1&lt;sup&gt;3&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appendix I</td>
<td>CEM I (0.45)</td>
<td>VI</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>T = 20 °C RH = 45% (7)</td>
<td>3.3 %</td>
<td>E&lt;sub&gt;corr&lt;/sub&gt;/I&lt;sub&gt;pc&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>&gt; 2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>1</sup> Missing result for Ref. 2 and LA 2 due to failure in chloride analysis
<sup>2</sup> None of the chemical cleaned (acid-pickled) bars started to corrode
<sup>3</sup> Chloride content at the cover depth to cause a corrosion rate > 10 μm/yr
<sup>4</sup> The time to corrosion initiation.

### 4.2.3 Investigating parameters influencing chloride threshold values

#### Surface condition of steel bars

Among the three different surface conditions investigated in paper V, the bars with chemically cleaned surface gave the lowest susceptibility to corrosion initiation and mill-scaled bars gave the highest susceptibility to corrosion initiation (i.e. lowest CTVs), whilst the bars with the as-received rusty surface had a corrosion initiation susceptibility between the above two conditions. It was concluded in paper V that the steel surface condition has a strong effect on the corrosion initiation of reinforcement in concrete, and can likely be one of the most decisive parameters attributing to the variability in the reported chloride threshold values obtained in laboratory experiments. Further, support for this conclusion can be found from the result in Appendix 1 (RILEM TC 235-CTC, Report of Round-Robin Test), where rebars with pre-treated surface did not show corrosion initiation after more than 21 months of exposure and a chloride content up to 2% by mass of cement.

As previously mentioned the half-cell reactions in corrosion are accompanied by the passage of an electric current. For this to happen a potential difference must exist between one part of the structure and another. A large number of factors can give rise to variations in potential on a structure. These variations may be due to differences either on the metal or on the electrolyte (concrete). Even if a metal surface appears to be perfect there will always exist imperfections.
(heterogeneities) on it; such heterogeneities may vary in size from the atomic scale to the macroscopic scale [51]. At the macro-scale, typical heterogeneities on the metal surface are the mill-scale that originates from the manufacturing process and atmospheric surface corrosion often occurring during transport and storage. In what is called “as-received” condition both of these heterogeneities can more or less be present (see Fig. 43).

Figure 43. Photo of surface condition for an “as-received” steel bar.

The mill-scale is formed on the outer surface of the steel bars and is composed of iron oxides mostly ferric, and is bluish black in colour. As long as no breaks occur in it the mill-scale provides protection against corrosion. However, the handling of the steel bars brings breaks in the mill-scale continuity. Ghods et al [141] investigated mill-scale properties of steel bars and showed that even apparently uniform layer of mill-scales contained localized cracks, crevices and voids (see Fig. 44). These imperfections in the mill-scale were shown to provide sites for pitting corrosion on the underlying steel. The mill-scale is cathodic to steel (i.e. has a more noble potential) and this difference in potential promotes corrosion where disruptions occurs in this coating. In neutral solutions this difference of potential between bare steel and mill-scale can amount to 200-300 mV, this couple is almost as powerful generator of corrosion current as the copper-steel couple [142]. The formation and maintenance of a passive film requires an outward transport of cations (Fe$^{2+}$) and its combination with O$^{2-}$ and OH$^{-}$ ions at the film/solution interface. In this case the mill-scale can work as a barrier, prohibiting the O$^{2-}$ and OH$^{-}$ ions from reaching the Fe$^{2+}$, and hence weakening or hindering the formation of the passive film. Evidence for this has been reported by Mahallati and Saremi [143]. The increased corrosion susceptibility from this “barrier effect” will be pronounced at breaks in the mill-scale, where neither the mill-scale nor a proper passive film will be present (see Fig. 44).

So, the increased susceptibility to corrosion initiation for reinforcing steel bars covered with mill-scale can be twofold, it increases the driving force (potential difference) for corrosion and likely weakening the prohibiting effect of the passive film.
If the original surface of the steel is covered with a rust-scale, this will reduce the physical contact between the alkaline environment and the steel surface which can decrease the passivation efficiency, in the same way as the above mentioned “barrier effect”. However, the formation of a rust-scale can also level out differences in potential on the steel surface by “peeling of” the mill-scale, which can lead to a reduced susceptibility to corrosion initiation. Further, in the same manner as physical contact between the alkaline environment and the steel surface can be shielded, the corrosion process can also be hindered: the cathodic reaction may be affected by a low diffusion rate of oxygen, whereas the anodic reaction may be retarded by limiting the supply of water and chloride ions. This is the same as the principle behind the so-called “weathering” steel [144]. For the positive effects of the rust-scale to be benefited the rust-layer must be continuous and stable with time (compare the results in paper VII and Appendix 1).

The implication is that if the aim of a test method is to determine CTVs that will be representative for service-life design then surface modifications such as pickling, polishing and so on must be avoided, or thoroughly considered. However, if the aim of a test method is to distinguish between for example the suitability of different binders concerning corrosion, than surface modifications can be an alternative for repeatability and reproducibility purposes.

**Exposure conditions**

The prerequisites of the test set-up are that the test conditions should be reasonably comparable with those in service and the test method should be reproducible and as rapid as possible concerning the slow diffusion nature of the investigated phenomenon. The method to accelerate corrosion by adding chlorides direct into the mix (“admixed chlorides”) was not an option due to the fact that it has no time for steel to become passive, which means that the initial formation of passive layer becomes questionable [145]. Admixed chlorides can also lead to extraneous effects on the concrete itself. The way to accelerate the testing was to introduce chlorides in the concrete by a combination of capillary suction (accomplished by drying before exposure) and diffusion. Further, elevated NaCl concentrations and reduced concrete covers compared with structures in service were also used (see Table 6). Moreover, in an attempt to provide corrosion initiation within a reasonable time the concrete specimen were not fully immersed, this gives a constant source of chlorides and simultaneously allowing access of oxygen. All the laboratory tests were performed in a controlled temperature of 20°C.
As expected, when chlorides are introduced from an external source into concrete the most decisive parameter determining the time to corrosion initiation was the thickness of concrete cover. However, the cover thickness did not show to be a consistent influencing factor of CTV. It should be mentioned that the CTVs have been estimated on specimens with shallow concrete cover, whilst in the reality the cover thickness of infrastructural concrete is normally larger than 45 mm. Some theoretical considerations of the effect of cover thickness on the chloride threshold value were made by Fagerlund [146], who proposed a hypothesis that the chloride threshold value exponentially increases with the cover thickness and there is a critical cover thickness beyond which corrosion is impossible. However, this hypothesis has not been verified.

An increased concentration of the salt solution from 6 to 12% by mass did not shorten the initiation time significantly as can be seen in Table 6. Apart from the surface condition of steel bars it is the pre-drying that shows significant influence on the corrosion initiation time.

In Table 6 the results from Paper IV deviates somehow with regard to the influence of the pre-drying and the concentration of the exposure solution on corrosion initiation time. Further, also in the same study the lowest CTVs were determined. The special case where the binder consisted of 60% CEM I and 40% silica fume will be discussed in the subsequent paragraph. However, also the concrete with 100% CEM I showed comparatively short corrosion initiation time. This can be due to the fact that this concrete contained a large amount of fine aggregates (0-8 mm) which made the mixture stiff, as indicated by the slump value (30 mm) indicates, and hard to compact. This resulted in a large amount of entrapped air which was very evident on cut surfaces of the concrete and on steel concrete interface at the visual examination. Another indication of pore compaction is the compressive strength at 28 days which was 54.5 MPa for this concrete with w/c 0.46 compared to 58 MPa for the concrete in paper V and VI with w/c 0.5. Defects on the steel concrete interface such as entrapped air bubbles are recognized to have a detrimental effect on the CTVs [66]. Further, owing to the thin concrete cover, entrapped air bubbles will significantly reduce the chloride ion path, increasing quickly the chloride ion concentration and developing differential concentration cells, which increases the susceptibility to corrosion.

**Binders**

In this work four different binders were used in the laboratory tests (Table 7), and about seven different binders were available to investigate from the field site (paper VIII). Generally three important parameters are identified affecting corrosion initiation depending on the binder type; those are: chloride binding, the pH of the pore solution and the electrical resistivity of the concrete [62].

The chloride binding controls the amount of chloride available in the pore solution (free chlorides). Two main mechanisms are general accepted to be responsible, physical adsorption to C-S-H surfaces and chemical reaction mainly with the C₃A [45]. The physical adsorption depends on the amount of C-S-H, which in turn is dependent on the amount of cement. Further, for binders with reactive mineral admixtures more C-S-H can be formed due to the pozzolanic reaction. The amount of C₃A is determined by the type of binder used, sulphate resistant cement (SRC), such as Anl. in Table 7, will have a lower chloride binding, due to lower amount of C₃A. This will result in higher available free chloride in the pore solution. A hypothesis exist that only free chlorides participate in the corrosion process, implying a lower CTV for SRC compared with a binder with higher binding capacity. As Table 7 shows, this could not be
confirmed in this work, because the steel surface condition seems to overshadow any such effect. Moreover, the hypothesis that only the free chlorides present a corrosion risk has been questioned [68].

The pH of the pore solution affects the formation of the passive layer on the steel bars in such a way that a higher pH leads to a greater inhibiting effect to chloride-induced corrosion. The pH in the pore solution depends mainly on the alkali content of the cement [3]. Cements with greater Na$_2$O-eq (content of alcalis, Na$^+$ and K$^+$) than 0.6% are regarded as high alkali cements. Table 7 shows a rough estimation of pH with respect to Na$_2$O-eq. of the cements from data reported in [147], and the actually measured pH for the silica blended binder [148]. Some support can be found in Table 7 for the beneficial effect of a higher pH on the CTV, when comparing the silica blended binder (60% Anl.+40% SF) with the rest of the binders. However, no clear distinction can be made on the CTV between the rest of the binders with respect to the pH, it must be kept in mind the pH in this case was a rough estimation. A comparison is also difficult due to the different steel surface conditions.

Table 7. Properties of binders (according to suppliers) used in the laboratory tests and CTVs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Binder type</th>
<th>C$_3$A (%)</th>
<th>Na$_2$O-eq. (%)</th>
<th>pH of pore solution</th>
<th>Steel surface</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100% Anl.$^1$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>13.5-13.8$^3$</td>
<td>0.7/1.3/1.7/2.0/-/0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60% Anl.$^1$ + 40% SF$^2$</td>
<td></td>
<td>11.2 [148]</td>
<td>0.4 (I)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100% Bygg.$^3$</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>$\geq13.8^5$</td>
<td>1.3-1.9 (II)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100% FB$^4$</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>$\geq13.8^5$</td>
<td>&gt; 2.0 (VI)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^1$CEM I 42.5 N/SR/LA (CEMENTA, Sweden)
$^2$Silica fume (ELKEM, Norway)
$^3$CEM II 42.5 R/A-LL (CEMENTA, Sweden)
$^4$CEM I 42.5 R (AKMENÉS CEMENTAS, Lithuania)
$^5$Estimation of pH with respect to Na$_2$O-eq. from data reported in [147]

The electrical resistivity determines the ion mobility in the pores and hence the corrosion rate [59]. The degree of saturation of the pores is identified to be the most influencing factor for concrete resistivity, also temperature is considered to be important. In the following discussion – when comparing the influence of binders on CTV – these environmental factors will not be considered as only concretes with equivalent exposure conditions will be compared. The choice of binder (for concretes with the same w/b) can influence the electrical resistivity in concrete by modifying the microstructure properties and the pore solution characteristics [138].

A direct theoretical link between CTV and concrete resistivity has not been found. From a phenomenological point of view the following has been suggested by Polder [149]. Keeping in mind Fig. 12, which illustrates the propagation stage of pitting corrosion, the following sequence of events are possible. After breakdown of the passive film a minimum concentration of chloride ions in the pore solution is necessary to get the process running in the beginning. Both the availability of chloride ions and the ion mobility (depending on the resistivity) will be important parameters to sustain a corrosion pit in this initial stage and to develop a high corrosion rate so that repassivation is no longer possible. This means that a higher resistivity can suppress the corrosion rate despite having the same availability of chlorides, thus
postponing or completely preventing the development of stable pits. However, it was concluded that this hypothesis needs further confirmation.

As previously mentioned in connection with the laboratory tests (paper IV) the concrete resistivity was shown to be one order of magnitude higher for the concrete with the silica fume blended binder (60% Anl. +40% SF) compared to the reference concrete with only CEM I (100% Anl.) as binder. The effect of the resistivity on the corrosion rate is shown in Fig. 41, where a higher acceleration of the corrosion rate of the bars embedded in the reference concrete can be observed. However, the corrosion initiation occurs earlier and the CTV is lower for the concrete with silica fume. This is likely due to the lower pH of the pore solution (Table 7) and to initially faster chloride ingress (Fig. 42). Though, if the definition of corrosion initiation is set as a certain corrosion rate limit (from a practical engineering point of view > 2 µm/year [134]), then the CTVs would have been in the same range, as it takes longer for the concrete with silica fume to reach this corrosion rate.

Because the corrosion conditions were not continuously monitored during the field exposure (paper VIII), it was not possible to determine the CTVs in the same way as in the laboratory tests. So, the definition of active corrosion was set as a corrosion rate > 10 µm/year, based on non-destructive corrosion rate measurements and on destructive visual examinations, and the CTV was defined as the chloride content required to maintain active corrosion. This made it possible to roughly estimate the CTVs from evaluation of the corrosion conditions after a certain time and the chloride contents at the cover depth at that time. With this definition of corrosion initiation it was concluded reasonable to assume a CTV of about 1% by weight of binder for marine concrete structures in an environment similar of that in the south west coast of Sweden. This threshold value of 1% by weight of binder was valid for various unitary and binary binders including ordinary Portland cement, sulphate resistance Portland with 5% silica fume, and also with different water-binder ratios in a range of 0.3 to 0.5. However, for the ternary binder, blended with 5% silica fume and 10% fly ash with water binder ratio 0.35, the CTV can be as high as 2% by weight of binder content, with the same definition of the CTV.

4.2.3 Expression of chloride threshold values

It must be pointed out that when the water-binder ratio (w/b) is calculated for concretes including certain mineral additions blended with Portland cement, different efficiency factors (k-values) are used; for silica fume (SF) the k-value can be 1 or 2 and for fly ash (FA) 0.2 or 0.4 according to EN-206-1.

In paper VIII, k = 1 for SF and k = 0.3 for FA was used for calculating the w/b, these k-values were chosen to be consistent with previously reported work from the field site. However, when the chloride content was expressed as total chloride relative to the weight of binder, the k-value concept was not adopted. Figure 45 shows a chloride profile for a concrete with a binder consisting of 85% Portland cement, 10% FA and 5% SF (mix 12-35 in paper VIII). The chloride content is expressed in two ways; alternative 1, without taken into consideration the k-value concept and alternative 2, adopting the k-value concept (k = 1 for SF and k = 0.3 for FA). Alternative 2 means a reduction of the binder by 7%, which in turn means a corresponding increase of the chloride content with 7%, when expressed as per cent by weight of the effective binder.
Figure 45. Chloride as weight per-cent of binder, alt. 1, without taken in consideration the k-value concept and alt. 2, adopting the k-value concept.
5 CONCLUSIONS

The aim was to study the effect on chloride induced reinforcement corrosion when a certain amount of cement is replaced by limestone filler. The first part of the work is concentrated on the efficiency of limestone filler as part replacement of cement in the binder concerning chloride ingress. The concept of equivalent water-cement ratio was adopted introducing the $k$-value as a parameter to evaluate the efficiency of limestone filler. In this part the compressive strength was also measured for all mortar mixes, mostly as an indicator for the overall quality and also as a measure of microstructure development. In the second part of the work the idea was initially to determine the chloride threshold values for the mixtures investigated in the first part. However, during the work the need for the development of a practice-related method for determining the chloride threshold values was identified and the focus of the research was somewhat redirected.

**Chloride transport**

The efficiency of limestone filler as replacement for cement in mortars with respect to compressive strength was shown to depend on the replacement ratio. Independent of testing age when 12% of the binder consisted of limestone filler the $k$-value was $0.9 \pm 0.1$. The corresponding $k$-value for the binder with a replacement rate of 24% by limestone filler was found to be $0.3 \pm 0.1$; the influence of different water-binder ratios and the use of limestone fillers from different sources were included.

The efficiency of limestone filler concerning chloride ingress did not show the same consistency as for compressive strength. Besides being dependent on replacement ratio it was also shown to depend both on time and on the type of diffusion coefficient (the test method) that was measured. It was not possible to draw any rigid conclusion of the limestone filler’s efficiency regarding chloride ingress. For the moderate replacement ratio (12%) the $k$-values varied from 0.1 to 1.3 depending on age and testing method. This means that the $k$-value ranges from almost no cementitious efficiency to be able to fully replace Portland cement. For the higher replacement ratio (24%) the $k$-value spans from being negative, this means that it had a detrimental effect, to be up to 0.9, meaning that Portland cement could almost be fully replaced.

Some reason for the inconsistency in the results became apparent when the chloride ingress was divided into two parts, i.e. in chloride ion transport with and without chloride binding. When the chloride ingress was studied under steady state conditions, meaning no influence of chloride binding, an improvement of the microstructure concerning chloride ingress was identified with limestone filler, resulting in a lower steady-state diffusion coefficient. However, when the chloride ingress was studied under non-steady a state conditions (which includes chloride binding) the microstructural improvement was overshadowed by a decrease in chloride binding capacity. This highlights that the method of measuring the resistance to chloride ingress can have a major influence on the assessment of the effect of different binders.
Chloride induced corrosion

The steel surface condition was shown to have a strong effect on the corrosion initiation, and can likely be one of the most decisive parameters attributing to the variability in the reported chloride threshold values obtained in laboratory experiments.

From the experience of this work the most promising experimental procedure and setup to measure the chloride threshold values is the one used in paper VII. In short:

- ribbed bars in as-received condition
- embedded in “real structural concrete” (low w/b)
- external ingress of chloride by capillary suction and diffusion
- monitoring the corrosion state continually
- measuring chloride profiles to determine the chloride threshold value

However, some obstacles must be overcome in order to fully achieve the objective of the development of a practice-related standard method.

There are two advantages of using rebars in as-received condition. One is the shortening of the duration of the test, as a steel surface combination of discontinuous mill-scale and surface corrosion was found to be most susceptible to corrosion. And another is that this steel surface is what is used in “real life”; this can likely make a calibration of the results against real structures easier in the future. However, in addition to different transportation and storage conditions which can alter the steel surface condition of as-received rebars, there exists a large variability in physical and chemical properties on the surfaces of rebars from different manufactures, which can make it difficult to compare results from different investigations.

Embedded rebars in “real structural concrete” (low w/b) and external ingress of chlorides must be taken as prerequisites for a practice-related method. Testing embedded rebars is due to the fact that except the pH of the pore solution, the corrosion progression is also strongly dependent on transport processes in the concrete, which are difficult to simulate in any other way. The second prerequisite is linked to the fact that a certain period of time is required for the passive film to form on the rebars, before being reached by chloride ions. Both these prerequisites will extend the test duration time. To obtain results in a reasonable time span the following measures are recommended:

- A controlled pre-conditioning (desiccation) to facilitate chloride ingress by capillary suction to some distance (about 5 mm) from the rebar, and from there the chloride ingress is facilitated by diffusion. Note, that the desiccation shall be performed without elevating the temperature, but only through decreasing the relative humidity.
- Reducing the concrete cover (to about 10-20 mm), depending on concrete quality. The thickness of concrete covers investigated in this work (which were quite thin) did not show a consistent influence on the chloride threshold value.
- An enhanced concentration of the exposure salt solution, approximately twice as that of sea water (about 6% NaCl by weight).
The determination of the corrosion initiation time was found not to be straightforward. From the experience of this work it is recommended to monitor the corrosion potential continually with a data logger for continuous traceability and for being less laborious. Further, for a more accurate assessment of the influence of different binders on chloride induced corrosion, after the potential measurement indicates corrosion initiation, the corrosion rate development is suggested to be followed up with the non-destructive method for a certain period of time. A binder’s influence on the corrosion propagation is at least as important as its influence on the corrosion initiation.

For the concrete with limestone blended cement (CEM II/A-LL 42.5R) tested in this work the measured chloride threshold value was at the same level as for the sulphate resistant Portland cement (CEM I 42.5 N MH/SR/LA), which is a common binder in Sweden for structural concrete. This sulphate resistant Portland cement was used throughout the experimental work as a reference. For practice-related steel surface condition the chloride threshold value for the sulphate resistant Portland cement from the laboratory experiments could be estimated to be about 1% by weight of binder. Unfortunately, this result could not be correlated to the measurements from the field specimens. This was due to the fact that already at the first occasion when corrosion rate measurements were performed, the corrosion rates for the rebars embedded in slabs with the sulphate resistant Portland cement were already above the corrosion criterion. The chloride contents at the cover depth at that time varied from 1.5 to 3%, depending mainly on the cover depth and the w/b.

The results from the field test showed that from a practical engineering point of view the chloride threshold value can be estimated to be of at least 1% by weight of binder, for binders including ordinary Portland cement, sulphate resistance Portland with 5% silica fume. And as high as 2% by weight of binder for the tested slag cement (CEM III/B) and for the ternary binder, blended with 85% Portland cement, 10% fly ash and 5% silica fume.
6 FUTURE WORK

On the basis of the work undertaken in the present thesis, the following recommendations for future research work are given.

**Chloride transport**

Two main tasks were identified concerning chloride ingress in cement-based materials that needs to be clarified.

The first is in what way chloride binding is linked to a cement-based materials maturity (degrees of reactions) and to what extent this can influence chloride ingress. This can be decisive in the assessment of the influence of different binders on chloride ingress, especially when accelerated methods are used.

The second is to identify the exact mechanisms occurring in the near-surface region causing the non-conformity with an expected chloride profile, i.e. a gradually decreasing chloride content from the surface and inward with the depth of penetration. A clarification of these mechanisms will improve the modelling of chloride ingress and provide more accurate service life design.

**Chloride threshold values**

Concerning the development of a laboratory tests method to measure chloride threshold values for embedded reinforcement steel, this work has identified the necessity of agreement upon a “standard” metal surface condition that can provide a low scatter and at the same time a short test duration time.

One other parameter not studied in this work, which has been identified to have a decisive influence on the chloride threshold value is the steel/concrete interface. This also became evident during the course of this work, together with the need of a method to quantify it.

In this study it has repeatedly been highlighted a strong effect of the steel surface condition on the chloride threshold value in the laboratory work. It would be interesting to follow up this finding by testing acid pickled reinforcement steel in the field test. As acid pickling of carbon steels to remove impurities and mill-scales is a common procedure in an industrial scale, this can be found to be an economical justified method to improve the durability of reinforced concrete structures if it is possible to give the whole rebar structure a clear steel surface.
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